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ABSTRACT
FACTORS AFFECTING LIGHTNING BEHAVIOR IN VARIOUS REGIONS OF THE
UNITED STATES
Lightning activity varies greatly in different regions of the Earth. Global maps of total flash
density show a strong tendency for lightning to favor continental areas over the open ocean, even
in regions with similar thermodynamic instability. Previous studies have attributed the difference
to thermodynamic and aerosol differences over continental regions, but the exact cause is still elu-
sive. While this is not a global study, we attempt to characterize lightning activity in 4 different
regions of the United States with high resolution Lightning Mapping Array (LMA) networks over
one warm season. The regions of study are Washington, D.C. (DC), northern Alabama, central
Oklahoma and northeast Colorado. A wide spectrum of environmental characteristics is afforded
by these regions. Lightning characteristics include storm total flash rates, positive cloud-to-ground
(+CG) strikes and intra-cloud (IC) to CG ratio (IC:CG). This is accomplished by using the CSU
Lightning, Environmental, Aerosol and Radar (CLEAR) framework, first developed by Lang and
Rutledge (2011), to objectively analyze large amounts of storm data. Lightning activity is pro-
vided by a new flash clustering algorithm, which produces total flash rates and IC flash rates when
combined with NLDN CG data.
The results have shown that lightning behavior has high variability throughout the regions of
study. Median total storm flash rates range from approximately 1 flash min−1 in Alabama and DC
to near 8 flashes min−1 in Colorado. Positive CG flash fractions exhibit a similar relationship with
10% of all CG flashes being positive polarity in Alabama and DC and up to 45% in Colorado.
The unusual nature of the Colorado region is evident in all lightning metrics. Colorado is also
characterized by an environment with high cloud base storms and coincident shallow warm cloud
ii
depths. Examination of all storms simultaneously has shown that relationships exist between total
flash rate and environmental parameters. The similarity of these results to other studies on global
scales is striking and provides evidence for the robustness of these relationships. Examination of
relationships between radar and lightning intensity metrics are also performed. Similar behaviors
between these intensity metrics are observed in all regions.
iii
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Thunderstorms are by definition clouds that produce lightning and thunder. Thunderstorms are
the most intense form of moist convection and represent a small fraction of all moist convective
clouds. Yet, lightning is of great interest to researchers from many different disciplines. Lightning
can pose a threat to human lives, causing 1000 deaths per year in the United States (Curran et al.
2000). Lightning can also cause billions of dollars in damages and affect Earth′s climate indirectly,
for example through wildfires (Price and Rind 1994; Rorig and Ferguson 1999). The physics
of lightning are still largely unknown. Moreover, the controls on lightning activity and global
lightning distributions still remain a mystery, which is the focus of this thesis. Lightning is caused
by the breakdown of air, which is a loss of its insulating properties, when it is subjected to strong
electric fields (MacGorman et al. 2001). These electric fields are caused by transfer of charge
upon collisions between ice particles and the subsequent separation of those particles by virtue of
differential sedimentation in the presence of convective air motions (Williams 1985).
Lightning can be used to study thunderstorms and Earth′s atmosphere as a whole. For exam-
ple, global lightning activity has been argued to be used as a proxy for global climate change (e.
g. Williams 1992, 1994; Reeve and Toumi 1999; Williams 2005). Lightning is an interesting and
fruitful subject to study but is also a very difficult phenomenon to study for many reasons. One
complication is that the scales at which thunderstorms transfer charge are very small. While labo-
ratory simulations (e.g. Takahashi 1978; Jayaratne et al. 1983; Saunders and Peck 1998) provide
very useful insights into the intricate charging mechanisms of thunderstorms, they may not be rep-
resentative of actual storm environments. However, field studies detailed by Dye et al. (1989) and
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French et al. (1996) have shown that these simulations are somewhat reasonable representations
of thunderstorm environments. The strong vertical motions in thunderstorms and the presence of
hail make it difficult to obtain in situ observations of actual storm characteristics such as the mi-
crophysics, vertical motions and the magnitude of electrical quantities such as charge density or
electric fields. Such measurements would provide valuable insight into the conditions within a
thunderstorm and can validate laboratory charging results.
Many theories have been offered to explain the buildup of charge in a thunderstorm. These the-
ories are reviewed in Saunders (2008), but the currently accepted theory involves the non-inductive
(NI) charging mechanism. First discovered by Workman and Reynolds (1950) and Reynolds et al.
(1957), the non-inductive charging theory states that charge is transferred upon rebounding colli-
sions between ice particles in the presence of supercooled liquid water. Specifically, these particles
are often ice crystals and soft hail (graupel), although hail can be and is often involved as well.
Since these particles have very different fall speeds by virtue of their different masses and shapes,
collisions occur permitting the transfer of charge. Takahashi (1978) and Saunders et al. (1991)
found that graupel and ice crystals can exchange significant amounts of charge per collision, ac-
counting for large macroscopic electric fields capable of producing lighting observed in thunder-
storms. Studies such as Baker et al. (1987), Baker and Dash (1989), Dong and Hallett (1992) and
Dash et al. (2001) postulated that the polar nature of water and the molecular interactions in ice are
fundamental to charge transfer upon rebounding collisions. Dash et al. (2001) claimed that rapid
growth of an ice particle from vapor diffusion results in disordered growth and ionic defects at
the ice surface. The surface charge produced by this effect is dependent on the diffusional growth
rate of the particle, meaning that ice particles growing rapidly by vapor diffusion will possess high
amounts of charge near the surface of the particle (Baker et al. 1987; Saunders et al. 1991, 2006).
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By virtue of the differential ion mobility, the positive ions are able to diffuse from the ice surface,
leaving it with a net negative charge. When collisions occur between ice particles, the particle
growing faster by deposition will lose more mass at the surface which leaves it with net positive
charge (Baker and Dash 1989). The mechanism for the mass (and charge) transfer is a microscopic
liquid layer that exists at the solid-gas interface, estimated to be a few molecular diameters thick.
The particle growing more rapidly by vapor deposition has a thick quasi-liquid layer (QLL) and
will transfer mass to the particle with a thin QLL via pressure and chemical potential differences.
The difference between QLL thicknesses helps determine the magnitude of charge transferred
by each collision (Baker and Dash 1989). It has been found that supercooled liquid water is a
necessary condition to produce appreciable charge transfer rates within thunderstorms. First, the
presence of supercooled liquid water is indicative of water supersaturation conditions producing
rapid diffusional growth rates. Also, the accretion of supercooled liquid water influences the tem-
perature of the rimed particle by latent heat release upon freezing (Saunders et al. 2006). This will
be detailed more in the next section.
1.2. LIGHTNING ACTIVITY IN THUNDERSTORMS
Lightning activity in thunderstorms is a main focus investigated in this study, therefore it is
necessary to explicitly define lightning activity in the context of this study. For the purposes of this
study lightning activity is defined by (1) the total lightning flash rate, (2) the dominant cloud-to-
ground (CG) lightning polarity, and (3) the ratio of intra-cloud flashes to CG flashes (IC:CG). These
three quantities have all been studied individually in previous studies, however not coincidentally
or in the specific regions outlined in this study.
Investigation into global lightning activity was first attempted by Wilson (1916, 1920) in an
attempt to explain fair-weather electric fields oriented toward the ground at a nearly constant value
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of 120 V m−1. It was from these measurements that he postulated thunderstorms were the drivers
of the global circuit by constantly supplying the surface of the Earth with negative charge and the
ionosphere with positive charge. This led to the discovery of the electrical thunderstorm dipole,
with positive charge residing above negative charge within the thunderstorm (Wilson 1920). Read-
ily following from this typical charge distribution in thunderstorms, the negative charge transferred
to the Earth′s surface was via negative CG (-CG) flashes along with charged precipitation (Williams
and Heckman 1993). Although a nearly constant potential exists between the Earth and the iono-
sphere, fluctuations were also present, occurring at regular intervals (Whipple 1929; Price 1993;
Williams and Heckman 1993). This was later attributed to the lightning activity of the prominent
tropical chimneys in the West Pacific Warm Pool, Africa and South America via Schumann reso-
nance studies (e. g. Williams 1992; Heckman et al. 1998; Williams 2009). With the more recent
advent of lightning detectors aboard satellites (Christian et al. 1999, 2003) it is now clear that light-
ning favors continents by roughly an order of magnitude over oceanic regions. This is illustrated
in Fig. 1.1 from Boccippio et al. (2000). However, this behavior is not coincident with the rainfall
distribution over the same domain. This raises the question: what causes lightning to favor land
when rainfall does not necessarily follow the same pattern? Many studies have documented this
result (e.g. Zipser 1994; Boccippio et al. 2000; Williams and Stanfill 2002; Christian et al. 2003;
Zipser et al. 2006) but the exact cause remains elusive.
Williams (1985) has shown that lightning flash rates are directly linked to vertical air motions.
Storms with stronger updrafts produce more lightning. There are numerous reasons for this. Re-
call that microscopic collisions (in the presence of supercooled liquid) and subsequent separation
of small particles are responsible for thunderstorm electrification. Stronger updrafts are able to
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move air parcels through the warm-rain zone of the cloud faster, thereby suppressing collision-
coalescence and supplying the mixed phase region with larger amounts of liquid water. Stronger
updrafts are also more able to support the weight of any condensate that forms upon ascent of
the parcel, either leading to larger amounts of liquid water supplied to the mixed-phase region or a
greater amount of riming particles upon freezing of the droplets. These frozen droplets can become
graupel and hail, via riming processes, necessary to facilitate electrification processes.
Strong updrafts can also modify the drop size distribution by creating large supersaturations,
thereby activating more cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) than modest supersaturations (Williams
et al. 2005). An increase in activated CCN results in greater competition for liquid water, therefore
decreasing the average droplet size. Smaller drops are less likely to undergo collision-coalescence
processes and fall out as warm rain, resulting in a greater supply of liquid water to the mixed-
phase region (0 ◦C to -40 ◦C). Larger amounts of liquid water boost electrification because the
magnitude of collisional charge transfer is dependent on available supercooled liquid water con-
tent (Takahashi 1978; Saunders et al. 1991). Stronger updrafts also produce a greater number of
collisions, which leads to greater charge separation. It logically follows for these reasons that
strong updrafts produce highly electrically active thunderstorms.
Multiple studies have found that characteristic updraft speeds are larger over land than over
oceanic regions (Kyle et al. 1976; LeMone and Zipser 1980; Williams and Stanfill 2002). These
stronger updrafts have also been found to be coincident with characteristically broader updrafts,
therefore sparking interest in the relationship between these quantities. A manifestation of the
link between lightning and updraft strength was found by a number of studies (Goodman et al.
1988; Price and Rind 1992; Deierling and Petersen 2008) and is summarized by Williams (1985)
in which a consistent relationship was found in multiple regions of the United States. Lightning
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was found to be proportional to the fifth power of cloud top height, although these results came
from continental regions and may not be applicable to tropical convection. These relationships are
broadly consistent with the scaling relationships of Vonnegut (1963). That study also postulated
that vertical velocities are proportional to cloud scales, meaning that broader updrafts would also
have to be stronger in order to produce the required electrical power in a thunderstorm. This was
based on an electrical argument with no microphysical or dynamical evidence used to support this
claim.
If updrafts over continental regions are stronger and broader than oceanic regions, there must be
environmental factors explaining the characteristic differences in the updrafts. Current studies find
that these differences are caused thermodynamically or by aerosol interactions. Thermodynamic
arguments state that since land heats up more than adjacent ocean regions during periods of solar
insolation due to different heat capacities and radiative properties, the warmer surfaces produce
greater instabilities resulting in stronger updrafts by simple parcel theory (Williams and Stanfill
2002; Williams et al. 2005). However, Williams and Renno (1993) found that no significant insta-
bility differences exist between tropical oceans and land masses on global scales. Williams et al.
(2005) argue that any differences in values of convective available potential energy (CAPE) do not
explain the magnitude of flash rate difference between land and ocean. Instead they argue that de-
viations from simple parcel theory are necessary to explain lightning differences. They found that
the cloud base height (CBH), a function of surface dew point depression, was well correlated with
the log of total flash rate despite considerable scatter characteristic of their framework. In other
words, storm total flash rate is a quasi-exponential function of CBH. A similar relationship was
observed between total flash and surface dry bulb temperature. Moreover, the highest overall flash
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rates were found to correspond with high surface dry bulb temperatures and modest dew point tem-
peratures rather than high dew point temperatures. Williams et al. (2005) and Williams and Stanfill
(2002) argue that storms in warm and dry environments produce higher overall flash rates because
of broad updrafts due to high CBHs. They offer the fixed angle hypothesis (Morton et al. 1956)
as a possibility, which states that storms with higher cloud bases will be broader because thermal
plumes expand as they rise. Broader updrafts are less prone to entrainment of drier ambient air and
therefore can transport a larger portion of the adiabatic water content to the mixed-phase region
where it can assist in superlative electrification.
Aerosol arguments are based on observations that land regions are typically characterized by
higher aerosol concentrations by virtue of surface characteristics and anthropogenic emissions.
Higher aerosol concentrations result in a greater number of CCN competing for the same amount
of liquid water, therefore sharing the available liquid water amongst a larger number of particles.
These droplets will be on average smaller and more numerous than in a clean environment and
thus modify the drop size distribution. A greater number of small particles will then suppress
collision-coalescence processes, permitting more liquid water to survive to the mixed-phase region
(Williams et al. 2002). Freezing of larger amounts of supercooled liquid water releases more
latent heat to the updraft, which in turn makes the updraft more buoyant. This is known as the
aerosol invigoration of convection (Lyons et al. 1998; Williams et al. 2002; Andreae et al. 2004;
Koren et al. 2005; van den Heever et al. 2006; Rosenfeld et al. 2008; Altaratz et al. 2010; Yuan
et al. 2011). These effects due to aerosol concentrations are similar to the previously mentioned
thermodynamic effect of stronger updrafts. The debate of the more prominent effect on global
lightning distributions is still ongoing. Decoupling the two effects is very difficult because often
times they occur simultaneously (e.g. Lang and Rutledge 2006).
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1.3. CG LIGHTNING POLARITY
The large majority of cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning strikes in the United States are of nega-
tive polarity, meaning that negative charge is lowered from cloud to ground (Williams 1992; Orville
1994; Orville and Silver 1997; Orville and Huffines 2001). Zajac and Rutledge (2001) estimate
that nearly 10% of all CG flashes in the continental United States (CONUS) lower positive charge
to ground. It has been well established however, that there exist many different types of thunder-
storms exhibiting various electrical characteristics throughout the United States (Reap and Mac-
Gorman 1989; Branick and Doswell 1992; Curran and Rust 1992; Stolzenburg 1994; Carey and
Rutledge 1998; Lang et al. 2000; Williams 2001; Lang et al. 2004b; Wiens et al. 2005; Tessendorf
et al. 2007; Lang and Rutledge 2011). Among others, Boccippio et al. (2001) showed a region of
enhanced positive CG (+CG) production east of the Rocky Mountains in the upper Great Plains as
high as 20% of total CG flashes. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.2 taken from Boccippio et al. (2001).
This percentage generally decreases toward the east with a minimum in +CG production of 4% of
total CG flashes east of the Appalachian Mountains. For example storms in Alabama and Florida
very rarely produce large amounts of +CGs regardless of storm intensity and the environments in
which they exist (Williams et al. 1999; Zajac and Rutledge 2001).
These regional differences in +CG lightning are likely caused by several factors. The mature
stages of strong and severe thunderstorms can exhibit periods of high +CG lightning production
via inverted charge structures (Seimon 1993; Smith et al. 2000; Carey and Rutledge 2003; Carey
et al. 2003) discussed later. Other theories have been put forth to explain elevated rates of +CG
flashes in other types of storms. Large stratiform regions of mesoscale convective systems (MCSs)
can produce copious amounts of +CG flashes (Orville et al. 1988; Rutledge and MacGorman 1988;
Rutledge et al. 1990). Storms during the cold season tend to produce relatively large fractions of
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+CG lightning, likely due to the tilted dipole mechanism (Brook et al. 1982). Dissipating stages
of ordinary and weak convection have also been shown to produce +CG lightning at increased
rates (Fuquay 1982). This can be the result of precipitation unshielding (Williams 2001; Carey and
Rutledge 1998) or a systematic lowering of all charge regions via gravitational sedimentation, also
known as an end of storm oscillations (EOSO; Moore and Vonnegut 1977; Livingston and Krider
1978; Pawar and Kamra 2007). Storms undergoing these processes are not particularly important
in the scope of this study because +CG production is not studied in detail in regions where this
process is a main producer of +CGs. These storms are also in the weak tail of the distribution and
are therefore excluded from the bulk analysis described later.
These factors help explain why large amounts of positive lightning are produced in the lee of
the Rocky Mountains. Storms that initiate off of the Rockies have a tendency to grow upscale into
nocturnal MCSs that produce positive lightning (Rutledge and MacGorman 1988; Rutledge et al.
1990). Climatological cloud-base heights (CBHs) in this region are also relatively high compared
to other regions east of the Rockies which is postulated to have a relationship with total lightning
and +CG lightning production (Williams et al. 2005). Zajac and Rutledge (2001) showed that
the +CG lightning maximum in the upper Great Plains region temporally leads the maximum in
CG lightning. This suggests that in this region, lightning is being produced by strong convection
that produces +CGs before -CGs, however this is not necessarily the case in other regions of
the CONUS. We will only investigate the strong convection and dissipating stages of ordinary
convection because our period of study is the warm season isolated convection.
Similar to the production of +CGs, the relative production of intra-cloud (IC) flashes to CG
flashes (IC:CG ratio; Williams et al. 1989) has a strong regional dependence. Boccippio et al.
(2001) used both satellite and ground-based measurements to estimate the IC:CG ratio over the
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CONUS and found a very similar spatial pattern to the fractions of +CG production. Fig. 1.3
shows the variation in IC:CG ratio in the CONUS, taken from Boccippio et al. (2001). A IC:CG
maximum of approximately 6-9 was found in the upper Great Plains region east of the Rocky
Mountains coincident with the highest proportions of +CG flashes. The minimum +CG flash rates
in the southeastern US was coincident with low IC:CG ratios of 1-2. This suggests a relationship
between greater production of IC flashes and +CG flashes.
1.4. STORM ELECTRIFICATION AND INVERTED STORMS
Laboratory studies first conducted by Reynolds et al. (1957) and Takahashi (1978) showed
that charge transfer occurred when rimed ice particles (graupel) collided with ice crystals in the
presence of supercooled liquid water. The polarity of charge acquired on the rimer depends on
both the temperature and liquid water content (LWC) of the environment, which is illustrated in
Fig. 1.4 from Takahashi (1978). Later studies including Jayaratne et al. (1983) and Saunders et al.
(1991) conducted similar experiments and arrived at generally similar results. A later study by
Saunders et al. (2006) reviewed the different methods of these previous studies while conducting
sensitivity studies of different variables and slightly modified the charge-sign reversal lines but the
general conclusion remained the same: warmer and wetter environments tend to promote positive
charging of the rimed particles. Portions of the cloud with higher temperatures and LWCs will
have a preference to charge the rimed particle positive whereas portions of the cloud with less
liquid water or lower temperatures will charge the rimed particle negative.
It is of interest to investigate the controls on cloud LWC because the sign of charged particles
depends on temperature and LWC. Many studies have postulated that the environment in which a
storm forms affects its dynamics and thermodynamics. This in turn affects its electrical character-
istics and therefore the storm′s lightning behavior (Lyons et al. 1998; Smith et al. 2000; Gilmore
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and Wicker 2002; Williams et al. 2005; Carey and Buffalo 2007; Lang and Rutledge 2011). After
studying several storms in Oklahoma in 2002, Carey and Buffalo (2007) postulated that dominant
CG polarity is controlled by warm cloud depth (dependent on CBH) along with instability and
shear. Their results showed that storms producing high fractions of +CGs had higher cloud bases
and formed in regions with larger amounts of instability and shear. These environments are more
conducive to the formation of severe storms with stronger updrafts. Shallower warm cloud depths
should result in a shorter residence times for parcels below the freezing level, thus allowing more
liquid water to survive into the mixed-phase region (0 ◦C to -40 ◦C). This increases the amount
of supercooled liquid water and the likelihood of producing positively charged graupel. Consid-
erations should be made for the fact that this study only examined one region in the CONUS and
may not necessarily be indicative of all regions. Lang and Rutledge (2011) probed storms that
occurred during the Severe Thunderstorm Electrification and Precipitation Study (STEPS), which
took place near the Colorado/ Kansas border during the warm season of 2000 (Lang et al. 2004b).
While their results showed storms producing large fractions of +CGs formed in regions of higher
shear and instability, positive CG storms did not have significantly higher cloud bases or shallower
warm cloud depths.
Many studies have investigated vertical charge structures of thunderstorms throughout the
CONUS and have found a so-called normal tripole charge structure, characterized by a layer of
negative charge at mid-levels (-10◦C to -30 ◦C) situated between upper and lower positive charge
regions (Williams 1989). In this model, most flashes that initiate between the upper dipole (upper
positive and mid-level negative) result in IC flashes while some flashes that initiate between the
lower dipole (mid-level negative and lower positive) may result in CG flashes (Williams 1985;
Krehbiel 1986; Williams 1989). This is the reason why most CG flashes are negative polarity
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(Krehbiel 1986), consistent with the early observations of Wilson (1920). However, it has been
found that a group of storms exist that produce more +CGs than CGs (e.g. Brook et al. 1982; Reap
and MacGorman 1989; Branick and Doswell 1992; MacGorman and Burgess 1994; Carey and
Rutledge 1998; Lang and Rutledge 2002; Lang et al. 2004b; Wiens et al. 2005; Tessendorf et al.
2007; Lang and Rutledge 2011). These storms are thought to have an inverted charge structure
with mid-level positive charge situated between layers of negative charge (Lang et al. 2004b; Rust
et al. 2005; Wiens et al. 2005; MacGorman et al. 2008), although there is evidence that the lower
negative region does not necessarily exist (Lang et al. 2004b; Bruning et al. 2012). Storms lacking
a lower charge region have a difficult time producing CG flashes due to the weak electric fields
near the base of the storm. Inverted storms are found to produce higher fractions of +CG flashes in
the High Plains region of the United States and are largely responsible for the maximum in +CG
percentage (e.g. Zajac and Rutledge 2001). Inverted storms have been observed to be stronger and
more severe in general than normal charge structures (e. g. Lang et al. 2000), although this appears
to be regionally dependent.
With the use of three-dimensional (3D) LMA data, it is now possible to infer charge regions in
thunderstorms through the use of LMA VHF source densities. A simple model of a normal tripole
thunderstorm with negative charge at mid-levels sandwiched by positive charge will manifest as
a relative minimum in source density between two maxima at upper (approximately 10 km) and
lower (approximately 5 km) levels, as depicted in Fig. 1.5. This is due to greater VHF radiation
production by negative breakdown into regions of positive charge than positive breakdown into
regions of negative charge (Rison et al. 1999). Conversely, a storm with an inverted charge structure
would exhibit a single maximum in source density corresponding to mid-level positive charge (near
8 km).
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Assuming a simple two-dimensional (2D) representation of a storm, it should be possible to
identify the vertical charge structure from the distribution of VHF sources (Tessendorf et al. 2007;
Lang and Rutledge 2008, 2011). This knowledge, paired with National Lightning Detection Net-
work (NLDN) CG and model analysis environmental data will allow us to determine the charge
structure of storms producing predominantly +CGs and examine the environmental controls on
storms exhibiting mid-level positive charge structures, such is the focus of this thesis. This is of
course ignoring any horizontal variability and complicated charge structures previously discussed,
which can be common in larger and severe storms, especially supercells (Bruning et al. 2010).
However, severe storms with associated complicated charge structures are a small percentage of
the total storm observations (≤ 4%) and therefore influence is mitigated in the results shown in
this study by virtue of the analysis methods detailed in the results section.
An alternate view to the storm charge structures classified as normal and inverted (e.g. Tessendorf
et al. 2007) has been provided by Bruning et al. (2012). The normal polarity tripole model states
that precipitation particles are a fundamental ingredient in the charge separation process (Williams
1989). Collisions between graupel and ice crystals in the presence of supercooled liquid water
deposit negative charge on the graupel while the ice crystals acquire positive charge. Macroscopic
convective air motions carry the ice crystals to the upper portions of the cloud while leaving the
larger graupel particles behind in the mid-levels of the storm. As graupel grows by accretion of
supercooled liquid water, they descend and acquire positive charge as they fall into warmer tem-
peratures and collide with ice crystals. The relative strengths of these charging mechanisms may
dictate the charge densities of the layers and affect the lightning behavior in different thunder-
storms. Baker et al. (1987) concluded that the relative growth rate of the two ice hydrometeors
from the vapor phase controls the charging sign of the rimed particle. This effect is enhanced as
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supercooled liquid water amounts increase. These processes are happening continuously through-
out storms and are consistent from storm to storm. Fig. 1.6 taken from Bruning et al. (2012) depicts
multiple trajectories of hypothetical parcels as they ascend through the storm. As parcels ascend,
both temperature and LWC decrease. The important consideration is the LWC loss rate as the par-
cel decreases in temperature. Some parcels undergo faster liquid water depletion due to warm-rain
processes (e.g. collision-coalescence), which is more characteristic of maritime convection. Con-
versely, we expect slow depletion rates from storms with strong updrafts or high cloud bases where
warm-rain processes are suppressed (Williams et al. 2002; Williams and Stanfill 2002), permitting
the survival of large amounts of liquid water into the mixed-phase region. Parcels slowly losing
liquid water will follow a trajectory similar to the top curve on Fig. 1.6, leading to a deep layer
of positive graupel charging and possibly contributing to an inverted charge structure. Note that
graupel is charged negative at lower temperatures and is charged positive at warmer temperatures,
making it difficult for storms to possess an inverted lower negative charge without the assistance of
another process. If this does not occur, then only a negative-over-positive upper dipole is present
and no lower charge exists to help initiate breakdown to connect with the ground (Livingston and
Krider 1978). Many processes can contribute to the loss of a parcel′s liquid water besides riming
by supercooled liquid water. Detrainment of cloud liquid water can occur to the surrounding drier
ambient air, resulting in a loss of supercooled liquid water via evaporation. Wet growth of hail
will scavenge liquid water from the parcel while possibly shutting down the electrification process
by preventing the rebounding collisions and charge transfer (Bruning et al. 2012). It is possible
then that one storm may have different parcel trajectories through this parameter space depending
on location in the storm. The normal/inverted terminology is problematic for this continuous and
varying behavior because the same processes are continuously occurring in all storms, regardless
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of charge structure or lightning behavior. It is for this reason that this study is concerned only with
isolated storms as this will minimize the complicating effects of entrainment of modified air or
advection from other cells (i.e. in an organized system).
It appears that similar storm dynamics and microphysical processes within a storm tend to
cause storms to become anomalously electrified, both from a total flash rate and CG polarity per-
spective. These microphysical processes are produced by a variety of factors. Stronger updrafts
are able to supply the mixed-phase region with superlative amounts of liquid water. These storms
will produce stronger overall charge separation and are more likely to support anomalous charg-
ing of graupel by virtue of graupel and ice crystal microphysics. It stands to reason that regions
conducive to high flash rate storms should also be supportive of anomalous charging and inverted
storms. This claim will be investigated in this thesis.
1.5. APPROACH OF THIS STUDY
The variations in lightning activity throughout the United States and the globe spark interest on
the effects of local environments on storm radar and lightning characteristics. This is investigated
by extending the Lang and Rutledge (2011) study, which developed the Colorado State Univer-
sity (CSU) Lightning, Environmental, Aerosol and Radar (CLEAR) framework as a tool to take
advantage of various datasets currently available. CLEAR objectively analyzes large amounts and
varieties of data to compile statistics on storms with specific properties (e.g. dominant CG polar-
ity or total flash rate) in an effort to understand the factors that control or are related to lightning
behavior. This study utilizes the 3D mosaic radar data combined with CG lightning data from the
NLDN and total lightning information from Lightning Mapping Array (LMA) networks, model
reanalysis environmental data and ground aerosol data to formulate a comprehensive study. The
regions of study include northern Alabama, central Oklahoma, northeast Colorado and the greater
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Washington, D.C. area. These regions were chosen for the availability of LMA networks in order
to provide detailed investigations of storm lightning behavior. All periods of study were during the
2011 warm season with the exception of Colorado since installation of its LMA occurred in the
spring of 2012. The year 2011 was chosen because this study began in the fall of 2011. Fig. 1.7
shows a map of the approximate regions and season of study.
This study utilizes total flash rates calculated by a novel flash clustering algorithm to under-
stand the link between storm intensity from both radar and lightning perspectives in each region.
The distinct lightning behaviors in each region are also documented, and an attempt to establish re-
lationships between storm intensity and environmental parameters are performed in each region of
study. If evidence suggests that anomalous electrification (i.e. inverted storms) are present within
a particular region, further investigation of those storms was carried out. Finally, all storms from
each region will be investigated simultaneously in an attempt to determine the causes of the dif-
ferent lightning behaviors observed in each region. These results will be compared to other global
studies to examine the robustness of the relationships.
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FIG. 1.1. LIS and OTD flash rate density for (some time frame) from Boccippio
et al. (2000). Note that the LIS instrument only captures flashes from ± 35 degrees
latitude.
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FIG. 1.2. Fraction of total CG flashes that are positive polarity from Boccippio
et al. (2001).
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FIG. 1.3. Relative rates of IC flashes to CG flashes, otherwise known as IC:CG
ratio from Boccippio et al. (2001). Note that the large values near the west coast
and New England areas are likely NLDN detection efficiency artifacts.
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FIG. 1.4. Sign acquired by graupel upon rebounding collisions with ice crystals
as a function of cloud temperature and liquid water content from Takahashi (1978).
The dark region represents negative graupel charging and the light region represents
positive charging. Note the log scale on the vertical axis.
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FIG. 1.5. Schematic diagrams of normal polarity (left) and inverted polarity (right)
storms. Approximate location of charge regions are indicated by the plus and minus
signs. The green lines indicate general vertical VHF LMA source distributions.
Approximate temperatures follow the middle red scale.
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FIG. 1.6. Depiction of the graupel charge sign along a parcel trajectory in a storm
from Bruning et al. (2012). The dotted lines represent different parcel trajectories
through this phase space. Different trajectories are manifestations of different liquid
water depletion rates. The top and left portions of the figure represent positive
charge to graupel. The bottom and right portion of the figure represents negative
charge to graupel.
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FIG. 1.7. Map of approximate regions and seasons of study with notable cities
included for reference. The radii of the circles represent the selected LMA radius
criterion for sample inclusion. Note that the colors representing each region are





The CLEAR analysis framework was developed by Lang and Rutledge (2011) in an effort to
automate the analysis of large amounts of thunderstorm data from a variety of sources. The work
discussed here improved upon elements of the CLEAR framework to provide a more robust method
to analyze storms. The framework is a fully modular collection of programs designed to merge a
multitude of data and link these data to storms. Once data are attributed to identified cells, analysis
can be performed and statistics and can be complied in an efficient and automated manner.
The value of CLEAR is in its flexibility. The framework was used in this study as a way
to compile statistics for a large set of storms with many different types of data, but can also be
used to look at specific case studies. Case studies can be investigated through CLEAR′s cell-
tracking explained in a later section. Tracks of storms can be probed for a wide range of storm
characteristics to investigate time evolution of storm parameters. All data used in this study are in
Network Common Data Form (NetCDF) files. These file types are advantageous to this framework
because of ease and commonality of use with these files. Appending the ancillary data to the radar
files only results in about a 20% increase in overall file size, keeping the processing efficient (Lang
and Rutledge 2011). A simple schematic of the CLEAR algorithm is included in Fig. 2.1.
2.2. RADAR
The radar data used in this study are from the National Mosaic and Multi-Sensor Quantitative
Precipitation Estimates (NMQ) mosaic 3D radar data (Zhang et al. 2011). NMQ mosaic data are
arranged in latitude/ longitude coordinates with 0.1◦ x 0.1◦ horizontal resolution with a variable
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stretched vertical grid from 500 m to 18 km above mean sea level (MSL). Vertical resolutions
vary from 500 m near the surface to 2 km at the highest levels. These mosaics cover the entire
CONUS and neighboring regions near the Atlantic and Pacific coasts and are currently produced
every 5 minutes. Since these files come from Next-Generation Radar Weather Surveillance Radar
(NEXRAD-WSR88D) radars and are gridded to constant altitude levels, artifacts are introduced
that may manifest themselves in some of the data. Methods for managing these artifacts are dis-
cussed below. Polarimetric and single radar data are able to be used with CLEAR but are not used
in this study.
To objectively identify convective cells in the different regions, a cell-tracking algorithm sim-
ilar to Rowe et al. (2011) and Lang and Rutledge (2011) was used. This algorithm is a variant of
the Thunderstorm Identification, Tracking, Analysis and Nowcasting (TITAN) tracking method-
ology (Dixon and Weiner 1993), and uses a composite reflectivity field to locate individual cells
or convective elements within a larger organized convective system. The main advantage of this
type of identification is computational efficiency with isolated cells. As discussed before, isolated
cells are the focus of this study in order to avoid the complicating effects of interacting storms in
organized convection.
CLEAR cell tracking is a centroid-based algorithm that identifies cells based on a 2D composite
reflectivity field. The software uses a two-threshold system to identify cells. The reflectivity
thresholds are tunable along with the minimum area associated with each reflectivity. Reflectivity
regions that do not meet the requisite size were thrown out and were not included in the study.
For this study, reflectivity thresholds of 30 and 40 dBZ with minimum areas of roughly 20 km2
and 13 km2 respectively were imposed. A large requisite cell size with high reflectivities was
mandated because electrified cells are of interest in this study. These thresholds are larger than
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similar tracking algorithms by a factor of approximately 50-100% (Johnson et al. 1998; Rowe
et al. 2011; Gauthier et al. 2010; Lang and Rutledge 2011). This resulted in fewer identified cells
and kept processing more efficient. This large requisite cell size also eliminated ground clutter
and any artifacts that result from gridding NEXRAD radar data to constant altitude levels because
those errors were spatially limited.
Since the focus of this study was isolated convection, a method for objectively identifying iso-
lated cells was implemented. A novel approach was employed based on the convective-stratiform
partitioning put forth by Yuter and Houze (1998). In addition to cells being identified by the meth-
ods described above, convective regions were also identified with the Yuter and Houze (1998)
algorithm. A search was then performed on each convective region to count the number of iden-
tified cells located within each convective region. If multiple cells were identified in a convective
region then those cells were classified as organized, but if only one cell occupied a convective
region then the cell was classified as isolated. Since multiple convective (and reflectivity) cores
may exist in one storm, these cores may be incorrectly identified as separate cells, and hence in-
correctly classified as organized. A solution to this problem was to apply a bi-linear smoothing to
the linear reflectivity field before feature identification was performed. This smoothing resulted in
fewer identified cells that are larger on average.
Attribution of Storm Prediction Center (SPC; Corfidi 1999) storm reports was added to the
cell-tracking algorithm. These reports were attributed to the closest cell in time if the location of
the report fell within the region of an identified cell. This lends itself to streamlined studies of
storm and environmental characteristics of severe weather along with possible lightning jump (e.
g. McCaul et al. 2009; Gatlin and Goodman 2010) and nowcasting studies. Simple storm and en-
vironmental comparisons between isolated severe and non-severe convective cells were performed
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in this study to display severe weather attribution proof-of-concept within this framework. The
results of this simple investigation show promising and realistic results.
2.3. NATIONAL LIGHTNING DETECTION NETWORK (NLDN)
This study used 1-ms resolution NLDN flash-level data. Detection efficiencies in all regions
of study are at or above 90% (Cummins et al. 1998; Cummins and Murphy 2009). Per the recom-
mendations of Cummins and Murphy (2009), any CG peak currents under 10 kA were reclassified
as IC flashes and any IC flashes with peak currents over 25 kA were reclassified as CG flashes
of appropriate polarity. Any detected IC flashes were discarded and only appropriate CG flashes
were included. Appropriate flashes were those either within an identified cell or within 10 km of
an identified cell. These flashes were attributed for processing.
2.4. LIGHTNING MAPPING ARRAY (LMA)
There are currently multiple LMA networks in operation in the United States. This study
made use of 4 of them located in northern Alabama Goodman et al. (2005), Washington, D.C.
(Krehbiel 2008), central Oklahoma (Krehbiel et al. 2000) and northeast Colorado. LMAs use
time-of-arrival (TOA) techniques from multiple detection stations, like the one shown in Fig. 2.3,
to locate VHF radiation sources produced by the propagation of a breakdown channel or flash
(Rison et al. 1999; Thomas et al. 2004). A single flash may produce tens to thousands of VHF
sources depending on many factors including total channel length and network detection efficiency.
Detection of many points along breakdown channels of flashes affords highly accurate 3D mapping
of both IC and CG flashes. By virtue of the different installation times and locations, different
LMAs have different technologies employed which leads to variations in detection performance
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and sensitivities. Because of this, comparisons of VHF source rates are only valid within a region
and not between regions.
2.5. FLASH CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
A flash clustering algorithm based on spatial and temporal clustering of VHF sources has been
developed by Prof. Eric Bruning (personal communication) and has been implemented into this
framework. This algorithm produces total flash rates that can be used to calculate IC flash rates
when used in concert with NLDN CG observations. While LMAs are not currently available
throughout the entire CONUS, storms in the LMA regions can be studied with great detail and
accuracy when paired with flash counting. This study is the first implementation of an automated
and open source flash counting algorithm. This required some performance testing of the flash
counting ability. Testing was performed by visual inspection of random cells in each region along
with comparisons between flash counts produced by the XLMA program (Rison et al. 1999; Lang
et al. 2004a), considered to be the gold-standard in flash counting analysis. Fig. 2.2 shows an
example of the visual plots used to subjectively evaluate this flash counting algorithm. The top
panel shows a time-height plot that is the most effective way to identify flashes, which are denoted
by a black x. Under that panel is a longitude-height cross section and a vertical histogram of LMA
sources in blue and flashes in red. The large panel in the lower left is a plan view of the sources
associated with the particular cell of interest. The bottom right panel is a latitude-height cross
section. This multi-panel plot is an effective way to inspect the sources associated with a particular
cell. This plot was designed to emulate XLMA plots and was used as a comparison to those plots.
The flash counting algorithm is implemented within the Python programming language using
the Density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) clustering algorithm
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(Ester et al. 1996). This algorithm clusters objects (LMA sources in this case) based on speci-
fied space and time criteria. The DBSCAN function has two tunable parameters: ε, the maximum
distance between two objects to be considered within the same neighborhood, and the number of
minimum points in a neighborhood to be considered as a valid neighborhood (or flash in this case).
The ε parameter is normalized to the maximum specified distance and time separation such that
larger values permit larger flashes, but also has a tendency to group two adjacent flashes together.
Alternatively, an epsilon value that is too small may break up a large flash into multiple smaller
flashes. This typically results in less accurate flash rates for highly electrically active storms. How-
ever, this effect is observed with other flash clustering algorithms as well (Bruning 2013). Typical
threshold values that are used are a distance maximum of 3 km and a time maximum of 0.15 sec-
onds (MacGorman et al. 2008). This study uses those same values for the Colorado and Oklahoma
networks. McCaul et al. (2009) found that increasing the maximum distance threshold to 6 km
resulted in fewer flashes being broken up due to the decreased sensitivity of the Alabama network.
This study uses this maximum distance value for both the Alabama and DC networks because of
the similar detection efficiencies of both networks. The commonly accepted value of a 10 point
minimum per identified flash is used in Colorado and Oklahoma but a 2 point minimum must be
used in Alabama and DC (McCaul et al. 2009). Due to the decreased sensitivity of those networks,
many smaller flashes have fewer than 10 detectible sources which would result in artificially low
flash rates, particularly in high flash rate storms which have appreciable amounts of small flashes
(Bruning and MacGorman 2013). The flash counting algorithm is tuned such that approximate
flash counts can be achieved for these types of storms because weaker storms tend to have larger
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flashes that are easily captured regardless of clustering settings. This shows evidence that the algo-
rithm is producing reasonable flash rates. Flash counts in Oklahoma and Colorado are also within
10% of XLMA values with criteria.
2.6. ENVIRONMENTAL HOURLY ISOBARIC ANALYSIS
This study used hourly analysis from both the Rapid Update Cycle (RUC; Benajamin et al.
2004) until May 1, 2012 and Rapid Refresh (RAP; Benjamin et al. 2006) model afterwards. All
model data were characterized by 13 km horizontal resolution and 37 vertical levels of varying
resolution based on mandatory pressure levels. These hourly model data included a number of 2D
variables such as convective available potential energy (CAPE) and storm-relative helicity (SRH)
along with 3D variables such as temperature and geopotential height. With the given variables from
the model, other variables such as vertical wind shear and CBH (Bradbury 2000) were calculated
following Lang and Rutledge (2011).
In an effort to obtain the most representative measure of storm inflow, the environmental vari-
ables were first interpolated to the radar scan time in an effort to capture any temporal evolution of
the environment. The closest environmental grid point to a particular storm was then identified and
the interpolated storm motion vector was calculated. Using the storm motion vector, the forecast
position of the storm was calculated and the nearest grid point from that position was determined.
Once the forecast grid point was determined, an average of low-level wind vectors was taken to
determine the most appropriate upwind grid point, similar to Thompson et al. (2003). This grid
point was usually around 40 km from the storm′s forecast position. This grid point was taken as
the upwind sounding location and the environmental variables at this point were associated with
the appropriate radar feature. By virtue of avoiding the nearest grid point from the forecast posi-
tion, the inflow sounding is located near the so-called Goldilocks Zone (Potvin et al. 2010) that is
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not too close to the storm so as to be influenced by convection, but not so far away that it is not
representative of the storm environment.
2.7. AEROSOLS
The inclusion of aerosol observations is a new addition to the CLEAR framework. Satellite
and ground-based aerosol optical depth (AOD) data were used in this study. The satellite data
were provided by the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS) instrument aboard
both the Aqua and Terra satellites (e. g. King et al. 1999; Remer et al. 2008). Along with the
satellite data, Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET; Holben et al. 1998) fixed ground observations
are also used. While the ground stations do not give spatially or vertically varying data, they
do output relatively frequent observations (approximately 10 per day). Use of AERONET data
complemented the MODIS data. MODIS observations give potentially important spatially varying
data but may be limited by the cloud mask (e. g. King et al. 2003; Ackerman et al. 2010). While
AERONET observations are subject to the same limitation, fixed stations are capable of more
frequent observations whenever possible.
Since most aerosol observations were not concurrent with radar observations of storms, special
considerations had to be made when temporally matching aerosol observations to radar features.
MODIS observations are infrequent (1-3 per day over a particular region) so it was optimal to take
the nearest observation in time. The nearest pass in time over a region was found and an inflow
region was determined for each storm present in a radar volume. This inflow region consisted of a
semicircle of 100 km radius whose orientation was calculated by an average upwind vector from
the surface to 500 mb. This inflow region was inspected for number of footprints that were valid.
If the number of valid footprints was greater than a set threshold of 5, then that swath was used
and an average inflow region AOD was taken as the representative MODIS AOD for the cell. If
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the number of valid footprints did not meet the threshold then the next temporally valid swath was
investigated and this process was repeated until the prescribed criteria were met. Once the criteria
were met, the time difference between the aerosol and radar observations along with the number
of valid points were saved for later filtering.
A temporal interpolation between the nearest AERONET observations before and after the
radar observation time was used to give the representative AOD at 500 nm for all cells in the
region for that particular radar scan time. Both AERONET and MODIS observations can be used
in tandem to investigate aerosol effects on storms but the majority of MODIS observations were
deemed unrepresentative due to large gaps between MODIS and radar observation times. The
AERONET stations used in this study were: UA-Huntsville (AL), UMBC (DC), NEON CVALLA
(CO) and Cart Site (OK). Any storms deemed to have unrepresentative aerosol observations were
flagged and sensitivity studies on their inclusion were performed.
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FIG. 2.1. Flow chart depiction of CLEAR framework. Parallel arrows indicate that
not every module is required to produce statistics or case studies. Cell tracking is a
required step to attribute data to cells.
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FIG. 2.2. Example of XLMA style plot used to subjectively analyze performance
of flash clustering algorithm. The top panel shows the time-height source plot with
points colored by time (throughout the whole figure) and identified flashes denoted
by a black ’x’.
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FIG. 2.3. Image of an LMA station. Each LMA network is comprised of multiple
stations. VHF radiation produced by lightning channel propagation is detected by





The total number of convective cells observed ranged from approximately 4500 in the Colorado
domain to 16000 in the Alabama domain during the 3 months of study. Due to the strict isolated
classification scheme, the number of cell observations included in each region of the study was less
than 1500 for each region as less than 20% of all cells in each region were classified as isolated.
The number of cells included in this study is about 10% of the total number of cells analyzed in
Lang and Rutledge (2011) due to the isolated classification scheme and the larger requisite cell
size. This sample size would obviously increase with the inclusion of another year of data.
The following sections will detail how isolated convective storms differ in the 4 regions of
study. First the electrical characteristics such as total flash rate, IC:CG ratio and +CG flash rates
in each region will be detailed. Then radar characteristics such as echo top heights and reflectivity
volumes will be explored for each region. The environments of each region will be examined using
variables such as CAPE, deep-layer shear and CBH. The electrical and radar characteristics will be
put in the context of the environments in which they exist in an attempt to shed light on the factors
that control the electrical characteristics of isolated convection in each region. Finally, all storms
included in the study will be investigated simultaneously to identify any systematic behaviors that
elucidate differences in electrical activity observed in the study. The bifurcation of cells in this
study is different than the Lang and Rutledge (2011) classification scheme which is based on the
dominant polarity of CG flashes in a storm and is similar to other studies (e.g. Carey and Buffalo
2007). This classification scheme is appropriate for those studies because those regions produce
intense storms with high characteristic +CG rates, justifying that classification scheme. As detailed
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below, storms in Alabama and DC never produce large +CG rates observed in previous studies,
therefore a similar classification and direct comparisons of positive storms between regions would
be misleading.
The majority of the analysis presented in forthcoming sections attempts to exclude outliers by
using medians such that the storms in the tails of the distribution are ignored. This is in an attempt
to characterize representative storms to get an overall sense of thunderstorm behaviors in each




The number of identified cell observations in the region totaled over 16000 during the entire
period of study. A majority of these observations were associated with organized convection. As
a result, only about 1300 cell observations were included for detailed analysis. Overall, 81% of
all remaining cell observations were electrically active, meaning they produced at least one flash
within the observing period. Cells that produced at least one CG flash were 55% of the total.
Consequently, 26% of cells produced only IC flashes during an observation period. Of all the
CG flashes within the study, only 10% of them were positive polarity. The Alabama region is
characterized by two different types of climate regimes. During the month of April, the majority
of storms are produced by synoptic events. This is typically when severe weather occurs and
provides the majority of storms with superlative electrification in this region. May and June are
usually characterized by tropical or maritime airmass thunderstorms with little synoptic forcing and
weak shear (Williams et al. 1999). These storms are much more frequent but are not as strong and
are not as electrically active as the synoptically forced storms. The year of 2011 was particularly
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violent as multiple large tornado outbreaks occurred, including April 27 which was one of the
largest tornado outbreaks in recorded history. However, the majority of analysis presented here
will not include storms from these types of events because of the exclusion of outliers by median
analysis.
3.2.2. LIGHTNING CHARACTERISTICS
Fig. 3.1 shows the probability distribution function (PDF) of storm total flash rates produced
by the flash counting algorithm for all included storms in the Alabama region. A large majority
of storms (90%) in Alabama produce flash rates fewer than 10 flashes min−1. These flash rates
are typical of summertime airmass thunderstorms often observed in this region (Williams et al.
1999). Note however that a very small portion of storms produce copious flash rates, as a handful
of storms produce greater than 100 flashes min−1. The largest flash rates observed in this region are
near 300 min−1, consistent with Williams et al. (1999) and Goodman et al. (2005). These storms
are associated with severe weather such as hail and tornadoes.
The overwhelming majority of CG flashes in Alabama storms in this study were of negative
polarity. Fig. 3.2 displays the CDF of CG rates of both polarities for all storms included in the
study. Note that the vertical axis begins at 0.5 because the majority of cells in this region did
not produce any CG flashes during an observation period. The disparity between CG polarity is
striking, the CG flash rates are significantly larger than +CG flash rates. The maximum +CG flash
rate in any storm was around 1 flash min−1 while nearly 10% of all cells produced CG flash rates
greater than 10 flashes min−1. This result is reasonable in the context of studies that have shown a
very low fraction of CG flashes in this region to be positive polarity (Boccippio et al. 2001; Orville
and Silver 1997) .
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3.2.3. STORM PARAMETERS
Next, we will investigate the dependence of total flash rates on storm parameters determined
by radar and LMA data. Fig. 3.3 shows multiple plots, all of which have total flash rate on the
vertical axis. Note that the magnitudes of the axes on each plot may be different. This is an artifact
of binning the different variables on the horizontal axis and different flash rate dependence on
these various quantities. These plots are created by binning cell observations, then calculating the
median flash rates of all storms in a particular bin to provide the flash rates plotted. The color of
the points is determined by the number of cell observations in each bin, and follows the colorbar on
the bottom of the figure. The bars on each point signify the median absolute deviation of the flash
rate distribution for each bin. The median absolute deviation is the median analog to the standard
deviation. Median analyses are used in this study because we want to avoid outliers. Quantification
of the behaviors presented here are located next to the label on each horizontal axis. The square
of the Pearson correlation coefficient (denoted by R2) measures the linearity of the relationship
and the Spearman rank correlation coefficient (denoted by ρ) gives an indication as to whether
the relationship between two variables is monotonic. Positive values near one indicate that the
relationship is monotonic and positively correlated. Values near -1 indicated that the relationship
is monotonic and negatively correlated. Values near zero indicate that the relationship is scattered
and not monotonic. Fig. 3.3a shows the flash rate dependence on the echo top height of the 30
dBZ surface, chosen as an indication of storm intensity (Lang and Rutledge 2002). Flash rates are
low and nearly constant for 30 dBZ heights less than 12 km but rapidly increase for heights above
12 km. For 30 dBZ heights near 16 km, the median flash rate is double the flash rate for any other
height. Also note that the largest fractions of storms have 30 dBZ tops around 10 km as indicated
by the color of those points, and the smallest fraction of storms have tops either less than 8 km
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or greater than 14 km. For the highest echo top heights, the effects of radar gridding and coarse
vertical resolution of 3D mosaic data cast doubt upon the magnitude of the values. Trends of values
are more believable for these data. The qualitative result is similar in Fig. 3.3b for 40 dBZ echo
top heights. A near constant median flash rate is observed for heights less than 10 km, then flash
rates increase for storms with higher echo tops while much larger flash rates are observed for 40
dBZ echo tops above 14 km. These flash rates dwarf flash rates of other heights and the large
bars indicate that the highest flash rate storms tend to possess tall echo top heights. Inspection
of these panels indicates that these relationships are clearly non-linear so the linear correlation
value is meaningless. However, the Spearman coefficient is very nearly 1 which means that these
relationships are monotonic. The relationships between flash rates and tall echo tops heights is not
a surprising one, given that the same updrafts capable of lofting large particles to great heights are
also capable of producing significant charge separation (e.g. Williams 1985). Strong updrafts also
loft graupel to significant altitudes in the storm and provide ingredients for non-inductive charging.
This large separation of charge rapidly produces immense electric fields and high total flash rates.
The total flash rates are fairly well correlated with reflectivity volumes above the freezing level,
as shown in Figs. 3.3c and 3.3d. With the exception of the largest volumes, the flash rates are
approximately linear with 30 dBZ volume above the freezing level. This volume can be thought of
as the non-inductive charging factory and larger volumes should produce more charge separation
and larger flash rates. The largest volumes are also associated with the largest spread of flash
rates, indicating that large flash rate storms are located in those volume bins. Note that the largest
fractions of storms in this region have the smallest volumes, which is expected of weak airmass
thunderstorms. Moving to lightning statistics, Fig. 3.3e shows the relationship between total flash
rate and the maximum flash altitude computed by the flash clustering algorithm. A slow increase
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in flash rate is observed for an increase in maximum flash altitude. Then finally a much larger
flash rate is observed for storms with very high flash altitudes. This comes as no surprise because
storms with high altitude flashes should be those supported by strong updrafts that are capable
of producing large flash rates. Note that the largest percentage of storms have maximum flash
altitudes around 8-10 km, while the highest flash altitudes are rare, consistent with the overall
electrical behavior of storms in this region. The last data point makes it difficult to conclude the
functional form of this relationship but it is safe to say that the relationship is monotonic, given
the large rho value. The total CG rates from the NLDN data are displayed in Fig. 3.3f. The
relationship between total CG rate and total flash rate is approximately linear, suggesting that the
IC:CG ratio is similar in a large majority of storms in this region.
Fig. 3.3g shows similar information as the previous panel but in a more instructive manner. The
relationship between total percentage of IC flashes are strongly related to total flash rate, especially
as IC fractions approach 100%. The flash rate increase is very high as IC percentage becomes
greater than 80%. Note that this plot only includes storms producing flashes as IC percentage
has little meaning for a storm with no flashes. Perhaps the most interesting information is in Fig.
3.3h, which shows the temperature of the LMA mode height (a proxy for strongest positive charge
location) relationship with total flash rate. This illustrates that the total flash rates are lowest for
the warmest positive charge regions while the largest flash rates are associated with very cold
(high) positive charge regions. We can infer from this that storms with very high and cold positive
charge regions are caused by strong updrafts lofting positively charged ice crystals to great heights
causing large amounts of charge separation. With the positive charge located at or near the top
of the storm, these storms are likely strong versions of normal polarity tripole charge structures
described in Williams et al. (1989). It is possible that some of these storms have elevated dipole
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charge structures, but it is very difficult to know based strictly on LMA source data since charge
regions can only be inferred from these data. Note that these storms are relatively rare but do
have a large spread indicating that higher flash rates exist in storms with these positive charge
temperatures.
While total flash rate is commonly used as a metric for electrical activity or storm intensity,
additional information may be provided by investigating the IC:CG ratio, or CG fraction. Studies
such as Seimon (1993), MacGorman et al. (2008) and Williams et al. (1989) have shown that
intense storms with high flash rates have a propensity to produce IC flashes over CG flashes. They
have also found that storms undergoing intensification can be associated with a rapid increase
in IC flashes and total flashes, sometimes called a lightning jump (Gatlin and Goodman 2010).
CG fraction is linked to IC:CG ratio but is used in this study to avoid infinite ratios in storms
with no CG flashes during a period of observation. Fig. 3.4 shows LMA total flash rate and CG
fraction on a log-log plot. The plot shows a general trend for storms that produce high flash rates
to be associated with low CG fractions. In other words, storms that produce large flash rates are
favoring production of IC flashes to CG flashes. Note the modest linear correlation coefficient
value as this is not a very strong correlation. This correlation is better in the weaker storms with
lower flash rates, as the stronger storms with larger flash rates have similar CG fractions. The
modest correlation value indicates that simple CG flash rate analysis may not give the whole story
of a storm’s electrical activity. It appears that storms in this region are not capable of producing
CG fractions less than 1%, or an IC:CG ratio of approximately 100. The average IC:CG ratio of
all storms in this region is near 3, a low number consistent with Boccippio et al. (2001).
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3.2.4. STORM ENVIRONMENT
The environment in which a storm forms affects the thermodynamics, microphysics and dy-
namics of a particular storm. These factors influence the electrical characteristics so it follows
that a storm’s environment should also have impacts on its electrical activity. We now investigate
Alabama’s environment and its relationships with storm intensity. Fig. 3.5 shows the relationship
between storm total flash rate and common environmental variables. Fig. 3.5a shows the rela-
tionship between flash rate and environmental CAPE, a general increase in flash rates is observed
with increasing CAPE. Parcel theory states that larger values of CAPE promote stronger updrafts,
which in turn should produce larger flash rates. The largest median flash rates are associated with
large CAPE values near 4000 J kg−1. This is also the location of the largest spread, indicating
that higher flash rate storms are present in those bins. A larger sample size is desired to increase
the robustness of this result. Note that a large fraction of storms are in a region of zero CAPE,
which was found to be most common in nocturnal convection. In agreement with other studies,
warm cloud depth (WCD) is negatively correlated with total flash rate in Alabama. A shallower
WCD is associated with a shorter parcel residence time in the warm rain zone of the storm. The
flash rate dependence on AOD in this region is dubious. Although the largest flash rates are asso-
ciated with higher AODs, the lack of cell observations with large AODs is not to be trusted until
more observations are obtained. A goal of future work is to incorporate a different aerosol dataset,
such as IMPROVE, in an effort to provide more consistent observations which will be more rep-
resentative of storm environments. No obvious relationships are observed between total flash rate
and environmental shear, although the highest flash rates are associated with the smallest 0-3 km
shear values in Fig. 3.5e. The relationship between total flash rate and CBH (represented here by
LCL, calculated following Bradbury 2000) is approximately linear and monotonic. Higher cloud
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bases tend to be associated with larger flash rates. This is somewhat tied to WCD because higher
cloud bases will lead to shallower WCD values, assuming a nearly constant freezing height. The
generally increasing flash rate with increasing surface dry bulb temperature is expected because
a warmer surface will increase instability and also increase LCL heights, both factors thought to
increase flash rates. This result is in line with Williams et al. (2005), where an increase in flash
rate was observed for increasing surface dry bulb temperature in the tropics.
3.2.5. SEVERE WEATHER
A discussion of lightning activity would not be complete without an investigation into light-
ning in severe storms. Using the new ability of the CLEAR cell tracking algorithm to attribute SPC
severe weather reports to cells based on space and time criteria, a comparison of isolated severe
weather producing cells to all other cells is possible. Table 3.2 shows various median compar-
isons of storm parameters and environmental parameters between severe and non-severe storms
in the Alabama region accompanied by the p-value from the Wilcoxon rank-sum significance test
(Wilcoxon and Wilcox 1964; Wilks 2006). Given the severe nature of the 2011 season, the 2%
occurrence of severe weather is surprisingly low. Although severe weather in Alabama is usually
associated with synoptic events and strong forcing, many of the severe storms were classified as
organized by the strict classification employed here and were not included in this study. A possible
future study would be to include all storms regardless of isolation to get a more comprehensive
study of severe weather behavior. Even with the small sample size the p-values in Table 3.2 show
that all parameters are significantly different with the exception of LCL height, freezing height
and warm cloud depth. Severe storms are clearly much stronger electrically as determined by total
flash rate, CG flash rate and maximum flash altitude. They are also stronger storms from a radar
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structure perspective. All radar areas, heights and volumes are much larger in severe storms than
non-severe storms.
3.2.6. SUMMARY
The environment in Alabama is characterized by a tropical-like regime in the summer (Rut-
ledge et al. 1992) with a much more synoptic influence during a large portion of April, when
severe weather occurs there. In accordance with the generally weak forcing, a large majority of
isolated convective storms in Alabama produce a paucity of flashes. The reason for this is not
entirely clear but seems to be linked the low LCL heights and thick WCDs present in this region.
However, severe storms in Alabama are very large and electrically active consistent with the large
and strong updrafts that must be present in those storms. These results presented here will be put
in context of all regions of study after each region has been examined. A larger picture shows some
interesting results that have implications for storms in all regions.
3.3. WASHINGTON, D.C. (DC)
3.3.1. OVERVIEW
During the period of study, over 14000 total cells were identified in the DC region. Nearly 1500
of these cells were classified as isolated and thus were included in this study. Roughly half of these
cells produced at least one CG flash during the period of observation and 65% produced at least
one flash of any kind. Therefore 16% of all cells produced IC flashes exclusively. The DC region
produced the lowest +CG rates of any region as only 8% of all CGs were positive polarity. Due
to the lack of inverted storms and +CG flash production in this region, which will be documented
in the following sections, no attempt was made to classify storms in this region by dominant CG
polarity. Rather, all storms in this region were treated together, regardless of dominant CG polarity.
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3.3.2. LIGHTNING CHARACTERISTICS
Fig. 3.6 shows that nearly 90% of all cells included in this study produce total flash rates
less than 10 flashes min−1. This is typical of coastal and maritime regions where storms are
common but are not electrically active (Williams et al. 1999; Orville and Spencer 1979). This
region is characterized by the lowest overall flash rates of any region. Note that storms can produce
superlative flash rates on rare occasions. A very small number of cells are able to produce greater
than 50 flashes min−1; some produce greater than 150 flashes min−1. Similar to the Alabama
region, storms with superlative flash rates in this region are associated with severe weather.
Production of +CG flashes is nearly non-existent in this region. Fig. 3.7 shows the CDF of CG
flash rates of both polarities. The largest +CG flash rate of any storm in the DC region is less than
1 flash min−1. These low +CG flash rates provide some evidence for the lack of inverted storms
in this region as inverted storms typically produce anomalously high +CG flash rates due to the
presence of mid-level positive charge. Negative CG flash rates behave differently however, as an
appreciable number of cells are capable of producing large frequencies of CGs. The fraction of
storms that produce greater than 10 CG flashes min−1 (similar to Alabama), nearly 5% of all cells.
3.3.3. STORM PARAMETERS
Next we will describe relationships between storm parameters and total flash rates in the DC
region. Fig. 3.8 shows multiple panels and multiple variables on the horizontal axis with total flash
rate on each vertical axis. A power-law relationship is observed between total flash rates and the
echo top heights of the 30 and 40 dBZ isopleths. This is shown more explicitly in the synthesis
section. Similar to the Alabama region, this may have implications for estimating flash rates in
models or remote regions where lightning data is not readily available. Note that the largest values
of echo top heights are associated with the largest spread in flash rates, as to be expected. The
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correlation coefficient values for these panels are moderately high, but since we do not observe a
linear relationship between these variables, the R2 value is essentially meaningless. The Spearman
rank coefficient is nearly 1 for both relationships, indicating monotonic relationships between flash
rates and echo top heights. Figs. 3.8c and 3.8d show the relationship between echo volumes above
the freezing level and storm total flash rates. As expected, these quantities are correlated. Larger
reflectivities, particularly ≥ 30 dBZ, signify the presence of rimed ice particles and an approximate
non-inductive charging factory for charge separation to take place. More charge separation leads
to more lightning. Note that the correlation coefficient for the 30 dBZ volume is modest but
visual inspection reveals that it is skewed lower because of the anomalously high flash rate for the
largest 30 dBZ volume. This is reflected in the much higher value of rho for these relationships.
The spread for that largest value is also the largest of any on the panel. The 40 dBZ correlation
coefficient is much higher. The maximum flash altitude displays a similar behavior to the echo
top heights. A similar power-law behavior is observed as flash rates rapidly increase for flash
heights above 12 km, a very similar behavior to the Alabama region. The highest flash altitudes
are also associated with the largest spread as a relatively small portion of storms produce flashes
above 12 km. Figs. 3.8f and 3.8g show similar phenomena, but from different perspectives. Fig.
3.8f shows the relationship between the total CG rate from the NLDN data and the total flash rate
produced by the flash clustering algorithm. The behavior is nearly linear with a high correlation
coefficient, suggesting that the IC:CG ratio in most storms is approximately constant, especially
those with smaller flash rates. The slope of the best-fit line (not shown) is close to 4, meaning
that total flash rates are 4 times larger than CG flash rates. Noting that IC flash rate is simply the
difference between total and CG flash rates, the IC:CG ratio is approximately 3:1 for all storms
in the DC region. This number is nearly identical to the value from the Boccippio et al. (2001)
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study. Fig. 3.8g shows the total flash rate as a function of IC percentage, analogous to IC:CG ratio
for storms that produce flashes. The result is a rapid rise in flash rates for higher IC percentages,
similar to the Alabama region. Note that an appreciable number of storms have IC percentages
less than 50%, indicating that the storm produces more CG flashes than IC flashes, a result similar
to Alabama but differing from Oklahoma and Colorado, detailed in the following sections. The
last panel illustrates the flash rate as a function of approximate location (and temperature) of the
strongest positive charge. Low, and thus, warm positive charge regions are not conducive to flash
rates. Flash rates begin to increase as the positive charge regions are located at or near -40 ◦C. This
is indicative of normal polarity storms with strong updrafts lofting positively charged ice crystals
to great heights (cold temperatures). The largest flash rates are observed for mode temperatures
colder than -50 ◦C. These are likely the product of superlative updrafts usually found in severe
storms. However, this is only speculation due to the lack of velocity data. The highest population
of LMA mode temperatures is near -40 ◦C, near the top of the mixed phase region and typical of
ordinary strength normal polarity storms. This panel also provides strong evidence for the lack of
inverted storms in this region. Inverted storms are typically strong and produce appreciable total
flash rates with strong positive charge at temperatures near -20 ◦C. This panel shows no increase
in flash rates for storms possessing warmer positive charge.
The general behavior of IC vs. CG flash production is consistent with the Alabama region in
that storms that produce larger flash rates tend to favor production of IC flashes over CG flashes.
This is shown in Fig. 3.9. The correlation between CG fraction and total flash rate in this region
is better than in Alabama. Like Alabama, the largest flash rates are not associated with the lowest
CG fraction. The approximate IC:CG ratio for these high flash rate storms is 25:1, a number more
typical of a continental region.
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3.3.4. STORM ENVIRONMENT
The environment in this region is characteristic of maritime regimes with occasional continen-
tal influences. We will now examine the details of this environment and the reasons that strong
storms do not exist in our sample. Fig. 3.10 shows multiple plot panels, each with different vari-
ables plotted on the horizontal axis. Fig. 3.10a shows the environmental CAPE and total flash
rate. Higher CAPE does lead generally lead to higher flash rates but the correlation is modest.
Anomalous CAPE values are indeed associated with anomalously high flash rates, like those in
severe storms. Thicker WCD values in Fig. 3.10b are associated with larger flash rates in this
region, in direct contrast with the Alabama region, where shallower WCDs produced higher flash
rates. The reasons for this are not currently known. These values are fairly well correlated as well,
although the large spreads in the majority of the WCD values cast some doubt on the quality of
the correlation. Note that only a small fraction of cells have WCD values less than 2 km, similar
to the Alabama region and tropical regimes (Williams 1989; Williams et al. 2005). The total flash
rate relationship with AOD values is non-existent with this dataset. The correlation coefficient
is essentially zero, that is, no trends are observed. We are again skeptical of the validity of the
AERONET AOD dataset and look to augment it with other types of data not subject to the same
limitations. Inspecting instability from a different perspective shows a well-behaved relationship
between total flash rate and equivalent potential temperature (θe). The largest values of θe are as-
sociated with the highest flash rates, albeit with considerable spread. The correlation coefficient
is also sufficiently high for both linear and monotonic relationships. No significant trend is ob-
served in the 3 km shear data, especially considering the large flash rate spread in the majority of
values. Mixed phase shear, as defined earlier, does show a trend with good correlation, with the
highest flash rates being associated with the lowest shear values. Large spreads exist in storms with
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small shear values indicating most of the higher flash rate storms have small mixed-phase shear.
Large values of shear in this region of the cloud would likely destroy the updrafts likely present in
the analyzed median storms. A modest correlation is found between LCL heights and total flash
rates. Higher LCLs are associated with larger flash rates. Caution should be taken though, as the
flash rate variations are fairly large. Perhaps not unrelated, total flash rates are correlated with
surface dry bulb temperatures. Higher surface temperatures will result in higher LCLs if surface
dew points are relatively low. If they are high, then larger values of instability will be produced.
Either of these scenarios will tend to increase electrical activity in storms. This raises an interesting
question: which is more important to produce high flash rates, LCL or instability? The following
sections will shed some light on this question.
3.3.5. SEVERE WEATHER
Even though severe weather is relatively uncommon in the DC region, a discussion of lightning
activity in relation to cases of severe weather is now described. Table 3.3 shows the comparisons
of various storm parameter medians and environmental parameters between severe and non-severe
storms in the DC region accompanied by the p-value from the Wilcoxon rank-sum significance
test. Severe storm observations accounted for 2% of the total in DC during 2011, this number
is presumably higher than other years given the unusually high severe weather activity of 2011.
Although severe weather in DC is usually associated with synoptic events and strong forcing,
many of the severe storms were classified as organized by the classification scheme and were not
included in this study. Even with the small sample size of severe storms, the p-values in table
3.3 show that a large majority of parameters are significantly different between severe and non-
severe storms. Similar to the Alabama region, LCL heights and WCD values are not significantly
different. Surprisingly, some common environmental values associated with severe weather such
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as CAPE and 6 km shear are not significantly different in this region. Even though the statistics
suggest that severe storms are not feeding from environments conducive to severe weather, they
are clearly much stronger electrically as determined by total flash rate, CG flash rate and maximum
flash altitude. They are also stronger storms from a radar structure perspective as all radar areas,
heights and volumes are all much larger in severe storms than non-severe storms. Note the similar
qualitative results with Rudlosky and Fuelberg (2013).
3.3.6. SUMMARY
During the period of study, the environment in the DC region was very similar to that of the
Alabama region. This is to be expected because of the geographic characteristics of these regions.
These regions are maritime in nature, an environment that produces a large number of storms but
rarely produces electrically active storms. Large CAPE and WCD values are relatively common
here, while high LCL heights are not. Storms that occur here must have significant warm rain
processes, which are related to the lack of lightning activity relative to other regions in this study
by virtue of the small supercooled liquid water contents that are likely present in the mixed-phase
regions of storms in this region.
3.4. OKLAHOMA
3.4.1. OVERVIEW
During the period of study, a total of nearly 9000 cells were identified by the cell tracking
software in the Oklahoma region. Of those cells, 700 were classified as isolated and were included
in the study. The number of cells included in this study is significantly lower than the previous
regions by roughly a factor of two. The cells in this region are much more electrically active
than the DC and Alabama storms. A large fraction, 85%, of all cells produced lightning in this
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region, which is much higher than the previously examined regions. Fifty-eight percent of all cells
produced at least one CG flash, so 31% of all cells produced exclusively IC flashes during the
observation period. Production rate of +CG flashes is also much higher than the previous regions
as 31% of all CG flashes in storms in the present study were positive polarity, in line with previous
studies (Curran and Rust 1992; Smith et al. 2000). The Oklahoma region has a unique and transient
weather regime. Because of its location relative to the Gulf of Mexico, very moist conditions are
common, particularly in the eastern part of the region. Since Oklahoma is sufficiently far from
the Gulf of Mexico, observed temperatures are often very high with triple digits being common.
The western portions of the region are in reasonable proximity to the High Plains and the high
elevations of the Intermountain West. These regions are characterized by hot and dry conditions.
It is the proximity of distinct airmasses that gives rise to the drylines that are often observed in this
region. Drylines serve as initiation points for storms, many of which become severe. For these
reasons, we will investigate some of the storms in this region in more depth later in this section.
3.4.2. LIGHTNING CHARACTERISTICS
Fig. 3.11 shows the PDF of storm total flash rates in Oklahoma. Immediately apparent is the
smaller portion of storms producing flash rates < 10 flashes min−1. These storms constitute about
65% of all storms in the region, much lower than the 90% observed in Alabama and DC. The
drop-off in frequency is not as rapid as previous regions. Note the scale of the horizontal axis:
storms are capable of producing total flash rates approaching 500 flashes min−1 which is on par
with the most electrified storms on Earth (Zipser et al. 2006). An appreciable amount of storms
also produce more than 100 flashes min−1 which was exceptionally rare in the previously analyzed
regions.
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Similar to the increased total flash rate production, higher CG production rates are observed
in this region. A large difference is observed in the +CG flash rates compared to the previous
regions, a result similar to Zajac and Rutledge (2001). The highest +CG flash rates are more than 3
min−1 and nearly 40% of all cells produce +CG flashes. Carey and Buffalo (2007) and Wiens et al.
(2005) postulate that this increased +CG production is caused by strong storms that can supply
large liquid water contents to the mixed phase region, thereby reversing the polarity of charge
gained by graupel and producing an inverted charge structure. These claims will be investigated in
the following figures. Negative CG rates in this region are also high. While a similar number of
storms produce CG flashes (50%), storms producing superlative CG flash rates are more common
in this region. Nearly 10% of all cells produce CG flash rates greater than 10 min−1.
3.4.3. STORM PARAMETERS
A more thorough examination of the storm parameters and their relationships with flash rates
may identify the characteristics that are tied to flash production. Fig. 3.13 shows the storm vari-
ables and their relations to total flash rates similar to previous sections. Nearly identical relation-
ships exist between echo top heights and flash rates in this region compared to the other regions.
Figs. 3.13a and 3.13b show power-law increases in flash rates with increasing echo top heights.
The key difference between Oklahoma and the previous regions is flash rates are much higher for a
given echo top height in Oklahoma. Like other regions, the lack of linearity in these relationships
demands that we discard the linear correlation coefficient but the monotonic coefficient is nearly
1. The reflectivity volumes above the freezing level correlate well with the observed flash rates
in Oklahoma. Larger charging zones should produce greater charge separation and larger electric
fields leading to more lightning. Note that volumes in this region are significantly larger in com-
parison to Alabama and DC storms. An appreciable amount of storms have 30 dBZ volumes larger
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than 1000 km3 whereas that is the exception in the previous regions. The relationships observed
in other regions between a storm′s maximum flash altitude and total flash rate hold here as well.
Again the difference in this region is the much larger flash rates for a given maximum flash height,
likely the manifestation of higher CAPE values and stronger updrafts. These grand flash heights
must be caused by lofted particles making it to extreme heights and the associated charge sepa-
ration taking place in these storms. Fig. 3.13f, showing the NLDN total CG rate and total LMA
flash rate has remarkable correlation, suggesting an approximately constant IC:CG ratio for most
storms in this region. With a slope of approximately 10, total flash rates are 10 times larger than
CG rates for a majority of storms. This yields an IC:CG ratio of 9, which is higher than values
from Boccippio et al. (2001). That study found a longitudinal gradient with a ratio near 3 for the
eastern edge of the region, increasing to around 5 for the western edge of the region. This gradient
is likely due in part to the varying moisture determined by the geographic location of the region
discussed previously. The discrepancy in IC:CG ratio should receive further investigation but may
be attributable to an increase of spatially small flashes as total flash rates increase (Bruning and
MacGorman 2013). The small flashes produced by electrically active storms may be missed by
the optical sensors described in Boccippio et al. (2001) producing artificially low flash rates and
IC:CG ratios. Similar behaviors in IC percentage are observed in 3.13g where rapid increases in
flash rates accompany increases in IC percentages. This lends credence to the previous claim that
higher flash rate storms produce more IC flashes. Note that the lowest IC percentages observed
in Oklahoma storms are 50%, while an appreciable amount of storms in the previously examined
regions produced significantly fewer IC flashes. The LMA mode temperature relationship to flash
rates exhibits similar characteristics to previous regions with warmer positive charge producing
low total flash rates and cold positive charge (near -40 ◦C) producing higher flash rates. Some
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peculiar behaviors appear though. First, the coldest positive charge is -50 ◦C, which is not nearly
as cold as the stronger storms in Alabama and DC. The coldest positive charge regions observed in
those regions are near -60 ◦C, and those storms produce the highest flash rates in their respective
regions. For some unidentified reason, total flash rate decreases for storms with positive charge
regions colder than -40 ◦C. Another important distinction in the Oklahoma region is the slight
increase in flash rates for positive charges near -15 ◦C. This is consistent with an inverted charge
structure with positive charge at mid-levels which is usually near 8 km MSL or -15 ◦C. The in-
verted flash rate signature in Oklahoma is not as strong as in the Colorado region, which will be
shown in the next section.
The behavior of CG fraction with total flash rate in Oklahoma storms in generally similar to
the previous regions, as shown in Fig. 3.14. Storms with larger flash rates also have a tendency
to produce larger fractions of IC flashes, which manifests as a lower CG fraction. The best fit line
shows a nearly inverse relationship between CG fraction and total flash rate as the slope of the
best fit line is -0.98. It is important to note that the highest flash rate storms stray away from the
best-fit line, similar to other regions. These superlative flash rate storms are not associated with
the lowest CG fractions throughout the region. The maximum flash rate storms are those with
CG fractions between 10−2 and 10−1, a result observed in the previous regions as well. Note the
modest correlation coefficient value. The whole story of electrical activity may not be explained
with simple CG flash rates.
3.4.4. STORM ENVIRONMENT
In investigating the environment of the Oklahoma region, the transient nature of the region
manifests as convoluted relationships with many of the environmental variables. This is also due
in part to the framework of this study. Drylines are present here more than any other region of the
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country. As storms form near the dryline, sharp gradients in moisture and other variables dependent
on moisture are present. Storms near these sharp gradients are assigned inflow soundings and
the associated various environmental parameters described in section 2. Storms moving across
these sharp gradients may result in misleading environmental parameters. This framework is setup
to treat each cell observation as its own cell which in theory, takes care of this problem. As a
storm evolves and moves into different environments, it will be treated as a completely different
cell. This may not be sufficient however, as storm characteristics may not respond on such a
short observation time scale, which is 5 minutes in this study. The ability of the environmental
data to represent the real environment is also crucial for this methodology to accurately prescribe
environmental data as an inflow sounding. Also, since the environmental data are produced hourly,
temporal interpolations to each 5 minute observation had to be carried out. The fine-scale temporal
variations such as dryline movement may not be captured in this analysis. All of these potential
inaccuracies may lend to a simple case study approach.
Nonetheless, Fig. 3.15 shows the environmental parameters and their relationships to total
flash rates in the Oklahoma region. Immediately apparent is the lack of any relationship for many
variables with total flash rates. CAPE and WCD show no systematic relationship with minute
correlation coefficient values. This result is somewhat unexpected but may be attributable to the
limitations of this framework discussed previously. Similar to other regions, the AERONET AOD
data show no systematic relationship with flash rate. This is due in part to the highly variable AOD
values around drylines and a lack of representative AOD values by virtue of a single sensor for
each region. A well-behaved relationship is observed between total flash rate and surface θe, in
contrast to the lack of relationship with CAPE. This result does generally agree with Smith et al.
(2000) which states that storms east of a sharp θe gradient are more intense and produce higher
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flash rates. Note the large spread in flash rates with the larger values of θe indicating that high
flash rate storms are more likely to occur in higher θe values than lower values. Decreased values
of 3 km shear are associated with higher flash rates. At first, this is counterintuitive because high
values of shear are thought to be linked with severe weather and associated superlative flash rates
(e.g. Klemp and Wilhelmson 1978; Weisman and Klemp 1982). Recall however, that this type
of analysis tends to be resistant to outliers and strong storms. The Spearman rank coefficient for
the 3 km shear relationship is striking and demonstrates the monotonic nature of the relationship.
Mixed phase shear has little effect on total flash rates, differing from the DC region. LCL heights
are modestly correlated with flash rates. The highest LCLs in the region are associated with the
highest median flash rates and the largest flash rate spreads. The large variation in LCL heights
is likely caused by storms near the dryline where storms that form west of the dryline with very
high LCLs while storms just east of the dryline have much lower LCLs in a very small spatial
proximity. These high LCLs are thought to be associated with broad updrafts more resistant to
entrainment and loss of total liquid water and supply of liquid water to the mixed phase region for
enhanced electrification. It is worthy noting that the vast majority of LCL heights in this region are
below 1 km, more similar to the Alabama region than the Colorado region. The modest correlation
between flash rate and surface temperature is consistent with other regions and the relationship is
very monotonic.
3.4.5. ANOMALOUS STORMS
Given the slight increase in flash rates for LMA mode temperatures near -15 ◦C and the high
+CG flash rates possible in Oklahoma, this suggests the existence of inverted storms in this region.
We attempt to identify the important parameters associated with these inverted storms by inves-
tigating the relationships between storm parameters and positive charge temperature. Fig. 3.16
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shows the same storm parameters as previous figures but the vertical axis is now LMA mode tem-
perature decreasing upwards such that height is increasing. Given the relationships in Fig. 3.13 we
would expect storms with greater magnitudes of storm variables, such as reflectivity heights and
volumes, to have greater flash rates in general. Keep in mind that since the vertical axis is inverted
the Spearman rank coefficient values will be of opposite sign. The echo top heights in panels 3.16a
and 3.16b show colder positive charge for the highest echo top heights. These are connected by
strong updrafts argued previously. Recall from Fig. 3.13 that colder LMA mode temperatures
produced storms with generally higher flash rates. The relationship between echo volumes above
the freezing level can hardly be considered linear. Figs. 3.16c and 3.16d show colder positive
charges as the volumes increase from very small values to a modest value of approximately 400
km3 (100 km3) for 30 dbZ (40 dBZ) with an approximately constant LMA mode temperature for
any larger storms. This indicates the region′s largest storms tend to possess positive charge at
similar temperatures to those of more modest size. Tropopause heights in this region are typically
near -60 ◦C, which would suggest that positive charge could be lofted to these temperatures sim-
ilar to Alabama and DC, but this is not the case. Further investigation is needed to shed light on
this mystery. The relationship between maximum flash altitude and LMA mode temperature is
very well-behaved. The relationship is not linear but is very monotonic. Increasing flash altitudes
are associated with colder positive charge temperatures until reaching an asymptote value of -35
◦C around 10 km MSL. A modest dependence of LMA mode temperature is observed on NLDN
CG rate. This is not a surprising result because CG flashes are more of a by-product of the cloud
charging, and the larger flash rate storms tend to favor IC flashes. However, the relationship is
fairly monotonic. This effect can be observed in Fig. 3.16g which shows increasing flash rates for
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increased IC percentages. No significant dependence is observed between LMA mode temperature
and IC percentage.
Evidence exists that inverted storms with strong mid-level positive charge exist in this region.
In this study, storms in Oklahoma are capable of producing large +CG rates and a modest increase
in flash rates was observed for storms with positive charge regions at temperatures near -15 ◦C.
Combining this evidence with other studies (e.g. Bruning et al. 2010), it is clear that these storms
exist in this region. However, Fig. 3.16 doesn′t show evidence of them. Since the purpose of these
figures and this analysis is to obtain bulk information and trends, rare storms will have little, if any,
effect in this framework. It is clear then, that these strong inverted storms are rare in this region
and we must employ a different strategy to find them.
In an attempt to objectively find these storms, a definition of an inverted storm was created
within this framework. Rather than define these storms by a +CG production criterion, we defined
them by their electrical activity. That means criteria involving location of positive charge and
overall strength of the storm. The criteria prescribed in this study for a storm to be classified as
inverted are any storms that have an LMA mode temperature between -10 ◦C and -25 ◦C and a
total flash rate area density in the top 10% of all storms in the region. The reason for classifying
by flash rate density rather than total flash rate is to avoid any large storms that may have been
incorrectly classified. The strongest isolated cells should have high electrical activity regardless of
size. Fig. 3.17 shows a scatter plot of total flash rate density and LMA mode temperature. The
vertical black line represents the 90th percentile of flash density and the horizontal lines represent
the temperature limits for the criteria, making it easy to inspect the number of storms classified
as inverted in the Oklahoma region. The percentage of storms that satisfied the prescribed criteria
in Oklahoma was 39 of the 703 total or about 5.5%, indicating that they are relatively rare by
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these metrics and perhaps small enough not to produce a strong signal in the previous figures and
analyses. While total flash rates in the inverted storms were significantly higher than their normal
polarity counterparts, only WCD associated with inverted storms was significantly different than
the normal counterparts. This methodology does not appear to produce significant results with
the present number of samples and may also be limited to the same limitations described earlier,
particularly in this region. Perhaps more samples will make this a useful classification system. For
this study we must resort to case studies illustrating the unique nature of inverted storms in the
Oklahoma region.
The case study presented here was chosen because of its location on Fig. 3.17. This storm had
large flash rate densities throughout its lifecycle and was very strong in all measures. The synoptic
situation is summarized on Fig. 3.18. The CAPE and dew point contours indicate that a dryline
was present during this time. The storm of interest is denoted with its unique ID number of 40288
located around 100 km southeast of Norman. This storm initiated just east of the dryline around
0000Z on 21 May 2011 and quickly became strong. The storm was supported by a very unstable
environment as CAPE values near 5000 J kg−1 were immediately south of the storm. This unstable
environment was caused by very warm and moist air near the surface as temperatures were in the
low 80′s and dew point temperatures were above 70 ◦F.
Taking an in-depth look at the storm, Fig. 3.19 shows a vertical cross section of the storm at
0135Z, the same time as the previous figure. The left panel displays the radar reflectivity and 2D
LMA source density integrated through all latitudes of the storm. The upper right panel shows a
plan view of the storm in composite reflectivity with height integrated 2D LMA source density.
The X′s indicate the locations of the +CG flashes that occurred within the 5 minute observation
period and the open triangles denote locations of CG flashes. Investigation of the radar structure
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indicates that the storm is highly vertically developed and intense with 50 dBZ echo top heights
near 14 km MSL, putting it in the tail of the storm strength distribution. The approximate size of
the storm is indicated underneath the radar cross section. Context is provided by the plan view of
the radar reflectivity. Note that the storm appears to have some supercellular characteristics but
this is very difficult to conclude without Doppler velocity data. A veering shear profile, conducive
to supercells, is present during the observation period, although the magnitude of the shear is not
particularly strong. The positive charge in this storm (inferred by high source rates) is located
around 8 km MSL (-25 ◦C) and is near the maximum reflectivity core of the storm. This can
also be observed in the rightmost panel, which shows a 1D vertical LMA source histogram. The
small secondary maximum near -15 ◦C is the likely location of the negative charge caused by
recoil leaders (Saba et al. 2008). Note the location of the +CG flashes, as they are all near the
core of the storm and the location of the positive charge inferred from the LMA source data. The
CG flashes tend to be located downshear from the core of the storm and may have bolt from the
blue characteristics. The annotations near the top of the right panel give the number of NLDN
CG flashes by polarity, total number of identified flashes and total number of LMA sources for
the observation period. At this particular time, 9 +CG flashes, 7 CG flashes and 640 total flashes
occurred during the 5 minute period of observation, which translates to a +CG flash rate of 1.8
flashes min−1 and a total flash rate of 128 flashes min−1. There is no doubt that this storm was
highly electrically active. Given the present radar and lightning evidence, this appears to be an
inverted storm. However, the temperature of the positive charge is colder than the typical mid-
level definition of -10 ◦C to -30 ◦C. This could be caused by very strong updrafts continuing to
carry positively charged graupel from warmer temperatures at this time. Also note the lack of LMA
sources near the freezing level of the storm around the reflectivity core. This may be contributing
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to the high IC:CG ratio observed at this time. While these storms do exist in the Oklahoma region,
they are rare and do not show up in the bulk analysis of this study.
The problem of +CG production has been the subject of many previous studies. Some of
these studies such as Lang and Rutledge (2011) and Carey and Buffalo (2007) have classified and
compared storms that have produced anomalous amounts of +CGs, terming them predominantly
positive CG (PPCGs) storms or positive dominated storms (PDSs) to those that produce a majority
of CG flashes. The goal of these studies is to determine the environmental conditions that produce
anomalous electrification and therefore produce large amounts of +CGs. These previous studies
only investigate one region, though, and their results may not be applicable in all regions. For
example, results in this study have shown that none of these PPCG storms exist in the Alabama
or DC regions regardless of environment or storm strength. These previous studies have generally
found that storms producing large amounts of +CGs exist in more unstable environments with
larger shear, in other words environments more conducive to severe weather. These environments
are typically associated with superlative electrification and high electrical activity. A similar study
has been conducted here using the present dataset to compare storms that produce ≥ 50% +CGs
during an observation period, termed positive storms, to those that produce > 50% -CGs during
an observation period, termed negative storms. Fig. 3.20 shows a comparison of storm variables,
with the cumulative distribution of positive storms in red and negative storms in blue. Fig. 3.20a
shows that although the median flash rates in negative storms are higher, the difference is not
significant. Note that all storms with very high flash rates are exclusively negative in this region.
The maximum flash altitudes are significantly higher in negative storms than positive storms but a
difference of 0.5 km is on the order of the LMA resolution at distances near the radius criteria in
this study and therefore should not be trusted. Figs. 3.20c and 3.20d show that both negative and
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positive storms in this region are very similar from a radar perspective, as both the 30 dBZ echo
top height and 30 dBZ total volume are not significantly different. It appears as if storms of both
dominant CG polarities are capable of spanning a broad spectrum of strengths. This result is more
similar to Lang and Rutledge (2011), who showed that small differences existed between storms
of both polarities whereas Carey and Buffalo (2007) found larger differences and determined that
positive storms were the stronger polarity storm.
An environmental investigation of dominant storm CG polarity shows a somewhat different
story than the storm characteristics. Fig. 3.21 shows four relevant environmental quantities for
both storm polarities. Fig. 3.21a shows CAPE to be significantly larger for positive dominated
storms than for negative dominated storms, consistent with Carey and Buffalo (2007) and Lang and
Rutledge (2011). WCD values are also statistically significantly smaller for positive dominated
storms than for negative storms, but this very small difference in magnitude is likely within the
model′s ability to diagnose variables included in WCD calculation. While median LCL heights
and AOD values were higher for positive dominated storms, the difference was not statistically
significant. These environmental results are in agreement with previous studies that state positive
dominated storms form and feed on environments more conducive to severe weather. The positive
dominated storms in this study, however are not significantly stronger from an electrical (total flash
rate or maximum flash height) or radar perspective. It should be noted that the previous studies
mentioned only characterized lightning activity by CG flashes, and did not have total flash rates or
flash statistics that are afforded by the flash clustering algorithm. One can only speculate if or how
the results would differ if the previous studies had those data.
One possible factor contributing to the behavior of +CG producing storms in Oklahoma are
drylines. Drylines are a common feature in the Oklahoma region, and it is of interest to investigate
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any effects they may have on the formation of charge structures and dominant CG lightning po-
larity. Since the large-scale CLEAR approach has trouble with this region, especially when sharp
environmental gradients are present, we decided to take a simple approach to study any affects
of drylines on dominant CG polarity. Objective identification of drylines was carried out with a
simple dewpoint gradient detection on the hourly RUC files. Drylines were detected if gradient
magnitudes surpassed a prescribed threshold of 10 C per 100 km (Schultz et al. 2007; Markowski
and Richardson 2010) and the dryline was found to be sufficiently linear by a polynomial fit. Any
identified cells during dryline hours were accounted for and a comparison was made between these
cells and all other cells. Drylines were identified on 24 of 91 days (27%) during the period of study.
On those days, 130 positive and 145 negative storms were identified. Those storms make up 89%
of the total identified positive storms during the period of study and 55% of the total identified
negative storms in the region. Moreover, during the dryline days, 47% of all storms producing CG
flashes were positive, compared to 35% of all CG producing storms during the entire period of
study. The relative preference of positive storms to occur during the presence of a dryline is cur-
rently unanswered. Certainly CAPE values are high on dryline days, generally increasing farther
east of the dryline. This was previously shown to have an impact on the polarity of dominant CG
activity in Oklahoma. Another possible factor is dry air intrusion at mid-levels. This could modify
the drop size distribution in the warm rain zone and enable the survival of smaller drops into the
mixed phase region where anomalous electrification may occur (Williams et al. 2002). Differences
in aerosol concentrations on either side of the dryline may also play a role in microphysical modi-
fication and lead to anomalous electrification. This simple approach cannot answer these questions
but may serve as a basis for detailed future work.
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3.4.6. SEVERE WEATHER
Using techniques previously described in other regions, comparisons of storms that produced
severe weather are compared to those that did not. Table 3.4 shows the comparisons of various
median storm parameters and environmental parameters between severe and non-severe storms in
the Oklahoma region accompanied by the p-value from the Wilcoxon rank-sum significance test.
Given the severe nature of the 2011 season and the propensity for severe weather in Oklahoma,
it is not surprising that the highest rate of occurrence was in the Oklahoma region with 4% of all
cells producing severe weather. This rate is double the Alabama and DC regions and is also higher
than Colorado (to be discussed later). Severe weather in Oklahoma can be produced by synoptic
events, but can also be forced by a dryline on the mesoscale, amongst other mechanisms. Storms
that initiate on the dryline typically begin isolated because of the strong shear, but may merge or
grow upscale to mesoscale complexes. A possible future study would be to include all storms
regardless of isolation to get a more comprehensive study of severe weather behavior. Even with
the small sample size, the p-values in table 3.4 show all environmental parameters are significantly
different with the exception of WCD, 6 km shear and mixed-phase shear. In contrast with the
previous regions, severe storm LCL heights are higher than non-severe storms. This is due in part
to a storm′s proximity to the dryline and the propensity of severe storms from the dryline. Severe
storms are clearly much stronger electrically as determined by total flash rate, CG flash rate and
maximum flash altitude. They are also stronger storms from a radar structure perspective as all
radar areas, heights and volumes are all much larger in severe storms than non-severe storms.
3.4.7. SUMMARY
Oklahoma is a very distinct region in the United States. A plethora of conditions exist such
as hot tropical air, hot and dry conditions associated with drylines and synoptic influences just to
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name a few. Storms in this region are generally more electrically active than the Alabama and
DC regions. The storm lightning and radar parameters exhibited similar relationships to previous
regions such as flash rate scaling with reflectivity volumes. Due to the transient nature of this
environment however, the framework had a difficult time with the storms in this region. This led to
somewhat unclear results between electrical characteristics and environmental parameters. This is
a limitation of the CLEAR framework and is deserving of future improvement attempts. From the
previous analyses and case study, it is clear that inverted storms can exist in the Oklahoma region.
However, they exist in the tails of the distribution and are a rare occurrence. It is not yet clear
what environmental conditions cause storms to possess inverted charge structures and superlative
flash rates. This is further investigated in the coming sections where we will examine the Colorado
region in a manner similar to the Oklahoma region. We will also combine all storm observations in
an attempt to put each region into perspective of the larger picture to determine the environmental
controls on lightning behavior.
3.5. COLORADO
3.5.1. OVERVIEW
During the three months of study in 2012, roughly 45000 cells were observed in this region,
only approximately 30% of the total cells in Alabama. Also due to availability of reliable LMA
data in this region, only the months of May and June 2012 are included in this study. Due to the
isolated nature of the storms in this region, 726 cells were still included in the study which was
more than Oklahoma. The highest percentage of electrified cells is located in this region as 90%
of all cells produced at least one flash during an observation period. While that number is highest
of any region, only 53% of all cells produced a CG flash during an observation period. Therefore,
nearly 40% of all cells produced exclusively IC flashes, the highest of any region. A remarkable
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44% of all CG flashes were positive polarity in this region which is the highest percentage of any
region by a large margin. The weather regime of this region is unique to the other regions in the
study. The high surface elevation and large distance from any significant bodies of water severely
limit the moisture supply to this region, making it the driest region overall. Moisture tends to be
the limiting factor on most days in this region as the Rocky Mountains and ridges provide constant
triggers for storms. Consistent with the claims of Williams et al. (2005), this region produced the
largest flash rates of any region. The reasons for this are discussed below. Note that the easternmost
regions of the Rocky Mountains are within the 125 km domain of the Colorado LMA so filtering
of those storms was carried out. Storms over the High Plains are the focus of this study due to their
unique characteristics.
3.5.2. LIGHTNING CHARACTERISTICS
As mentioned previously, the overall flash rates in this region were the highest of any region
in the study. Roughly half of all cell observations produced fewer than 10 flashes min−1 as shown
in Fig. 3.22, compared to nearly 70% in Oklahoma and around 90% in both Alabama and DC.
A large fraction of storms also produce greater than 50 flashes min−1, something unique to this
particular region. An appreciable number of storms produced flash rates in excess of 100 min−1
and 200 min−1, and not all of them were associated with severe weather.
While total flash production is greatest in Colorado, total CG rates are not. Fig. 3.23 shows the
CDF of +CG and CG flashes for all storms in Colorado. Negative CG rates in this region are the
lowest of any in the study, however +CG rates are 2nd highest only to Oklahoma. Interestingly,
more than half of the storms in this region did not produce any CG flashes in an observing period
even though the fraction of electrically active storms in this region is the highest of any region.
Only about 1% of all storms in this region produce CG flash rates greater than 10 min−1, the
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smallest of any region. Previous studies have postulated that inverted storms are more frequent
in this region because of the unique environment, but inverted storms are usually associated with
anomalously high production of +CG flashes. High production of +CG flashes is not as prevalent
as the Oklahoma region. We attempt to shed light on this in the coming sections.
3.5.3. STORM PARAMETERS
Relationships between total flash rates and storm parameters are mostly consistent with other
regions in that they are monotonic for most parameters, as shown in Fig. 3.24. A monotonic
behavior between total flash rates and 30 and 40 dBZ echo top heights is observed, similar to all
other regions. The main difference here is that storms in this region produce larger flash rates for
a given echo top height. Strong flash rate correlations are observed for both reflectivity volumes
above the freezing level, a behavior in line with all other regions. Note that the largest volumes
have considerable spread, meaning that some very large flash rates are observed in those storms.
Interestingly, the volumes of a large portion of storms in this region are very similar to those in
Oklahoma, yet storms in this region produce larger overall flash rates. Also, a flash rate decrease is
observed for storms with moderate reflectivity volumes in both Figs. 3.24c and 3.24d. No physical
explanation is offered for this behavior. A quasi-exponential relationship between maximum flash
height and storm total flash rate is observed, in general agreement with the other regions. The
magnitudes of these behaviors are remarkably similar between Colorado and Oklahoma. Flash
rates on the order of 150 flashes min−1 are common in storms with maximum flash heights near
14 km. The first evidence for the distinction between this region and Oklahoma is shown Fig.
3.24f. A near-linear and monotonic relationship exists between total flash rates and NLDN CG
rates, suggesting an approximate representative IC:CG ratio for storms in this region. Examination
of the slope of the best fit line is roughly 50, which means that storms produce 50 total flashes
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per CG flash. This implies that the approximate IC:CG ratio in this region is approximately 50.
This number is approximately 5 times larger than the Oklahoma region and an order of magnitude
larger than either Alabama or DC. With the behaviors in total flash rates and CG rates previously
discussed between Oklahoma and Colorado, the IC:CG ratio must be significantly higher to explain
those behaviors. Comparison with Boccippio et al. (2001) reveals a qualitative agreement that a
maximum in IC:CG ratio is centered near the Colorado region in this study. Quantitatively, a large
disagreement exists between these studies. Boccippio et al. (2001) quotes an IC:CG ratio near 10,
a factor of 5 lower than observed in this study. We offer a similar explanation for the disagreement
that satellite measurements have difficulty measuring the smaller flashes that are more common
in high flash rate storms. The Colorado LMA network is also the newest network with the best
detection efficiencies. This is due to the enhanced technologies, number of stations and lowest RF
noise floors of any network, making it possible to detect weaker VHF signals and more signals
during electrically active times and at long distances (P. Krehbiel, personal communication). Also
note that the IC:CG ratio becomes much higher with superlative flash rate storms. This is a similar
behavior to other regions and will be discussed further on the next figure. The next panel shows
a very similar behavior, where flash rates rapidly increase in storms as the IC fraction approaches
100%. Note the large spread in the highest IC percentage point, indicating that nearly all storms
with high flash rates are those with IC percentages above 95%. Another key distinction of this
region is illustrated in Fig. 3.24h which shows flash rate as a function of positive charge layer
temperature. The general trend is for flash rates to increase as the positive charge shifts to colder
and greater heights. However, a large spike in flash rates is observed near -20 ◦C. This is the
inverted storm signature as strong storms with positive charge in the mid-levels (near -10 ◦C to
-20 ◦C) are capable of producing appreciable flash rates. This is presumably caused by a charge
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reversal of graupel particles due to strong updrafts producing copious amounts of supercooled
liquid water. The population of storms with positive charge between -10 ◦C and -20 ◦C is high
with a maximum at -15 ◦C. These storms are clearly stronger and more common in Colorado than
they are in Oklahoma, and all other regions for that matter. This raises the question as to the cause
of this distinct behavior. We will investigate this further in the coming sections.
Given the results from the previous section showing that IC flashes are much more favored
over CG flashes in this region, Fig. 3.25 comes as no surprise. Colorado has the best (negative)
correlation between CG fraction and total flash rate. This is due to the largest flash rates storms
producing much lower CG fractions than the highest flash rate storms in other respective regions.
The highest flash rate storms produce CG fractions around 10−2, lower than any other region.
Colorado also has the lowest CG fractions of any region in the study. CG fractions lower than 10−2
or IC:CG ratios greater than 100 are observed in this region.
3.5.4. STORM ENVIRONMENT
In an effort to determine what causes Colorado storms to be electrically distinct by total flash
rate measures and positive charge locations, we turn to analysis of the environment. Previously
we discussed in general terms what makes this environment different from the others, now we will
investigate the details of this distinct region. Fig. 3.26 shows the lightning behaviors as a function
of various environmental parameters similar to the previous regions. The flash rate relationship
with CAPE is very weak in this region, although the largest flash rates are associated with relatively
high instability. Note the lack of large CAPE values in this region. As mentioned before, storms
in Colorado do not need large values of CAPE to produce strong storms. The reasons for this are
not immediately clear. It is important to note that CAPE values can be misleading in this region
due to elevation effects. The surface in this region is located near 850 mb while tropopause heights
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are broadly similar to other regions. This results in a smaller depth to accumulate CAPE and may
partially explain the lack of large CAPE values in this region. The effects of the environment
on parcel theory are also different in this region compared to other regions. This is discussed in
coming sections. The correlation coefficient value between flash rate and WCD is nearly zero,
but that does not mean WCD does not affect total flash rates. Fig. 3.26b shows a tendency for
high flash rate storms to be associated with shallow WCD values, less than 1 km in particular.
There exists a class of storms with WCD values around 3 km with exceptionally high flash rates,
although these storms are relatively rare. Also note the horizontal axis of Fig. 3.26b and compare
with the other regions. The most common values of WCDs in other regions are greater than 3 km.
That value is the upper limit of WCD values in Colorado. The largest population of WCD values
is between 1.0 and 1.5 km, less than half of other regions. This provides evidence that parcels
in Colorado storms spend less time in the warm region of a storm. This would decrease the loss
of liquid water from a parcel and thereby increase the supply of liquid water to the mixed phase
region, where it can assist in updraft intensification and superlative electrification. The AERONET
AOD data is this region is again tenuous at best, although the highest AODs are associated with
large flash rates. No significant trend is observed between surface θe and total flash rate. θe may
also be misleading in this region due to the high elevations since θe is measured relative to 1000
mb. Modest positive correlation exists between flash rate and 3 km shear, a result contrary to other
regions. Similar to other regions, flash rate is negatively correlated with the mixed phase shear.
This is likely due to shearing of updrafts, especially shear in the upper levels of the storm. Higher
LCL heights tend to produce more flashes, in support of the hypothesis put forth by Williams and
Stanfill (2002), although the correlation coefficient is fairly weak. They suggest that higher cloud
bases lead to broader and stronger updrafts, less prone to entrainment. They suggest that higher
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cloud bases over land are the leading cause in the land/ocean contrast in lightning throughout the
globe. Also note that an appreciable number of storms have LCL heights more than 2 km above
ground level, this is much higher than other regions. Storms in Oklahoma have an overwhelming
majority of storms with LCL heights less than 1.5 km while DC does not have a storm LCL higher
than 2 km and Alabama only has 1% of all storms with an LCL height greater than 2 km. While the
correlation is not very strong between LCL heights and flash rates in Colorado, this region has the
highest overall LCL heights and has the greatest flash rates. All of the regions will be combined
in the following sections to put all of the regions into perspective. With the exception of one set of
storms, dry bulb surface temperatures are also well correlated with total flash rates, in agreement
with Williams et al. (2005). Since this region is moisture limited, warmer dry bulb temperatures
assist in raising the LCL heights.
3.5.5. ANOMALOUS STORMS
In an effort to understand the characteristics of the inverted storms discussed previously, we
inspect Fig. 3.27 which is the same plot as Fig. 3.16 for the Colorado region. This figure gives us a
little more information because the inverted storm signature is stronger in Colorado. The 30 and 40
dBZ echo top heights show similar behavior with respect to both LMA mode temperature and flash
rate. Very low echo top heights are common in weak storms with low flash rates and warm positive
charge regions. These should not be confused with inverted storms as they are not the same. These
storms are usually decaying convection near the end of a storm′s lifecycle. Flash rates and positive
charge heights increase as echo top heights increase, mostly due to stronger updrafts. These are
accompanied by modest increases in flash rates. A peculiar behavior in this region is the modal
temperatures become warmer again for storms with echo top heights between 12-14 km. This is
where the majority of the inverted storms lie. A similar behavior is observed in the 30 dBZ echo
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volume above the freezing level. A general increase in positive charge height is observed at the 30
dBZ volume increases, but once a certain volume is reached, the characteristic mode temperature
drops down to around -15 ◦C. This means that a portion of inverted storms are very large volume
storms, further evidence for the strength of these storms, similar to Lang and Rutledge (2011).
A similar signal is not evident in the 40 dBZ echo volumes. Further investigation is needed to
understand this relationship. A familiar relationship with maximum flash altitude is evident in Fig.
3.27e. Increasing maximum flash altitudes are associated with greater total flash rates, similar to
Oklahoma storms, but a distinct warmer positive charge is evident for 14 km flash altitudes. These
storms are also associated with large flash rates. There is no significant relationship between total
CG rate and LMA mode temperature, in contrast to the Oklahoma region where larger CG rates
were associated with colder and higher positive charge. The lack of relationship is due in part to
the lack of CG production is nearly all storms in Colorado. Another distinct behavior in this region
is illustrated in Fig. 3.27g where the highest flash rates (for storms that are electrically active) and
IC fractions are associated with the lowest positive charge heights. Given the relatively large bars,
this may be a dubious claim. Regardless, this is a different behavior from the Oklahoma storms
where the highest IC percentages were associated with the coldest positive charge. Aside from the
higher flash rates, Fig. 3.27h has shown other evidence for strong storms with warmer positive
charge around -15 ◦C. The task now is to investigate the environmental factors that contribute to
strong storms with large flash rates and warm positive charge regions.
Fig. 3.28 is a 6-panel plot that shows various environmental parameters similar to those shown
in previous figures. The difference is this plot shows the relationship between an environmental
parameter and positive charge temperature (or height). Given that inverted storms exist in this
region and tend to be strong, Fig. 3.28a shows some surprising results. LMA mode temperature
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is strongly correlated with CAPE. This means that more unstable environments tend to produce
stronger storms with colder positive charge centers that are more indicative of normal charge struc-
tures. This is evidence that normal polarity storms in Colorado can be very strong. It is important
to remember that strong, normal polarity storms are still common in this region, although inverted
storms are more common in this region than any other region in the study. The relationship be-
tween the WCD and LMA mode temperature is murky at best. There are a large number of points
with LMA modes around -15 ◦C and these points are associated with WCD values around 1.5 km,
which are nowhere near the shallowest values in the region although the flash rate spreads are large
for the majority of the points so this statement is very tenuous. The AOD data shows some inter-
esting tendencies. Lower AODs are typically associated with lower and warmer positive charge
typically associated with inverted storms, with considerable spread. The highest AOD values are
associated with colder positive charge centers indicative of normal polarity storms. These storms
produce relatively large flash rates as well. We have been skeptical of the AERONET AOD data
during this entire thesis so we are not inclined to put much stock into this result. If the signal were
real, it would support the aerosol invigoration of convection hypothesis (Andreae et al. 2004) with
larger flash rates and colder positive charge centers of assumed normal polarity storms. However,
increased aerosols are thought to increase the amount of liquid water in the mixed phase region by
suppressing collision-coalescence processes thereby increasing the likelihood of charge reversal on
graupel particles and creating an inverted charge structure (Williams et al. 2002). Little stock is put
into this result, given the uncertainties associated with AOD measurements. Similar to the CAPE
relationship, warmer θe values lead to increased positive charge altitude. Also note that an increase
in θe does not result in colder positive charge temperatures until a certain values is reached, sim-
ilar to the CAPE behavior. The higher positive charge temperatures are representative of normal
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polarity storms. The relationship in Fig. 3.28e does not show a systematic relationship between
mixed phase shear and positive charge height. Perhaps this is to be expected because mixed phase
shear would just displace the vertical charge layers rather than have an effect on their vertical po-
sition. An increase in LMA mode height is observed for small values of mixed phase shear, then
much warmer positive charge is observed for moderate values of mixed phase shear. While the
correlation is weak and the spreads are fairly large in Fig. 3.28f, a general trend of colder LMA
mode temperatures for higher LCL heights is evident. This is consistent with previous results that
show colder positive charge is generally associated with stronger storms with higher flash rates and
higher flash rates are associated with higher LCL heights.
In our search for the important environmental variables that determine the location of positive
charge within a storm, it appears that the approach in this framework does not highlight any one
factor as the most important to forming inverted charge structures. Based on the instability and
thermodynamic variables presented here, a majority of inverted storms form in moderately unstable
environments with modest LCL heights (in this region) and relatively thick WCD values. This
does not support the idea of strong storms with superlative updrafts and flash rates. However, this
analysis is designed to avoid the outliers on both ends of the spectrum. This is likely where the
strong inverted storms are located. Nevertheless, this analysis has shown that storms with inverted
structures exist in the Colorado region and can be strong. Even though the focus on this region has
been shifted towards inverted storms, keep in mind that the majority of very strong storms in this
region are normal polarity. These normal polarity storms that have been presented in recent figures
generally have the highest echo top heights, largest volumes and form in environments conducive
to strong and severe weather.
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Fig 3.29 is a scatter plot of total flash rate area density and positive charge temperature. The
goal of this technique is to isolate the storms that are very electrically active and possess mid-
level positive charge defined by earlier criteria. The total flash rate density must be in the top
10% of all storms in the region and the positive charge must be located between -10 ◦C and -25
◦C. The fraction of storms that satisfy these criteria is almost 9% of all storms, nearly double the
amount in Oklahoma. However, after investigation of the environmental variables associated with
the inverted storms, only the WCD was significantly different. Surprisingly the WCD values for
inverted storms were actually higher than those of other storms. This is in direct contrast with the
Oklahoma region. This indicates that other means must be used to find strong inverted storms. The
next section investigates a case study of an inverted storm.
Similar to the Oklahoma region, the previous analysis does not produce conclusive results
about inverted storms but does provide a means of identifying appropriate case studies of inverted
storms. Fig 3.30 shows the environmental setup on 6 June 2012. Warm and dry conditions were
present throughout the region as temperatures were near 90 ◦F with dew point temperatures near
50 ◦F. Noteworthy was the presence of a Denver Cyclone (Crook et al. 1990), common on summer
days with southeasterly winds near the surface. This is not particularly present in the wind barbs but
surface analysis near this time shows winds turning towards the east near Greeley and Longmont,
both of which are north of Denver.
A detailed look at cell number 7316 on Fig. 3.31 shows some anomalous behavior in the radar
and lightning structure of the storm. Since this snapshot was taken early in the lifetime of the storm,
the radar structure is relatively simple with one updraft core. The storm is not very expansive at
this current time as indicated by the size scale under the left panel. The right panel shows the
height of the maximum LMA sources is located around -15 ◦C, indicating the likely position of
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the positive charge at this time. The 2D source density plot shows the region of highest source
rates between the altitudes of 6-8 km MSL. Note that the highest source densities are mostly
confined to the higher reflectivity core. This behavior is typical of developing convection. The
wind barbs indicate veering directional shear present, although the magnitude is not particularly
strong. Despite the small size of the storm, it produced nearly 20 flashes min−1 at this current time
but only produced 2 CG flashes, one of each polarity. This means the IC:CG ratio at this time was
41.
While an automated search of inverted storms to produce bulk statistics between inverted
storms versus normal polarity storms was fruitless with the present data, a comparison of storms
producing anomalous +CG flash rates can be carried out similar to the Oklahoma region. Previous
studies have investigated this comparison of storms in nearby regions, but this is the first study
detailing the differences between dominant CG polarity storms in northeast Colorado. This region
is closer to the maxima in both +CG percentage and IC:CG ratio Boccippio et al. (2001). The
results shown in Fig. 3.32 for the Colorado region are very different from the Oklahoma region.
Fig. 3.32a shows flash rates in positive storms are much higher than in negative storms in this re-
gion, and the difference is significant. These flash rates are also much higher than storms of either
polarity in Oklahoma. Maximum flash altitudes are also significantly higher in positive storms
than in negative storms in Colorado. These results clearly show that positive dominated storms in
this region are more electrically active than negative storms, although negative storms can produce
superlative flash rates and maximum flash altitudes. Along with the electrical characteristics, the
radar characteristics of positive storms are also much stronger than negative storms as shown in
Figs. 3.32a and 3.32b.
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Positive storms in Colorado are overall stronger storms, both from an electrical and a radar
perspective, than negative storms in the region. It follows that positive storms are associated with
stronger instabilities which are represented by higher CAPE values shown on Fig. 3.33a. In agree-
ment with Lang and Rutledge (2011), however, no significant difference is observed between the
WCD values of positive and negative storms. The WCD values for both storm polarities are still
much smaller than storms in all other regions. LCL heights in 3.33c also show a lack of signif-
icant difference between positive and negative storms. AERONET AOD values are significantly
higher for positive storms than for negative storms but the median difference is small, which casts
some doubt regarding the role of aerosols contributing to polarity differences. If significant, this
would support the aerosol invigoration of convection. The overall magnitudes of AOD values are
relatively low compared to the Alabama and DC regions however, which are characterized by the
lowest overall flash rates in the study. In contrast with the Oklahoma region, the positive storms
in Colorado are stronger, as indicated by electrical and radar characteristics. The environments
that produced positive storms in both regions were similar as characterized by higher CAPE val-
ues and AOD values, although more aerosol data is needed to confirm this. This distinct behavior
will require further investigation with more detailed data such as dual-Doppler velocity data and
polarimetric radar data to investigate the microphysical and dynamical differences between storms
in these regions.
3.5.6. SEVERE WEATHER
Using techniques previously described in other regions, comparisons of storms that produce
severe weather are now compared to those that did not produce severe weather. Table 3.5 shows
the comparisons of various storm parameters and environmental parameters between severe and
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non-severe storms in the Colorado region accompanied by the p-value from the Wilcoxon rank-
sum significance test. Recall the period of study in this region is May and June of 2012 since
the Colorado LMA was not operational until spring 2012. This year was not particularly severe
for the region, but noting that the climatological hail maximum is located near this region, an
occurrence of 3% is not surprising. This number falls between Oklahoma and the Alabama and DC
regions. In contrast to the other regions, severe weather is only weakly associated with synoptic
forcing and may be more associated to dynamical forcing. A large fraction of severe weather
occurs largely due to local mesoscale effects such as the Denver Cyclone which is theorized to
be produced by the Palmer Divide ridge near Denver, Colorado and the Cheyenne Ridge near
Cheyenne, Wyoming. A possible future study would be to include all storms regardless of isolation
to get a more comprehensive study of severe weather behavior, even though a large fraction of
severe weather is isolated in this region. Even with the small sample size, the p-values in Table 3.5
show all environmental parameters. Most environmental parameters are not significantly different
such as 6 km shear, CAPE, and WCD. Regardless of the environmental differences, severe storms
are clearly much stronger electrically as determined by total flash rate, CG flash rate and maximum
flash altitude. They are also stronger storms from a radar structure perspective as all radar areas,
heights and volumes are all much larger in severe storms than non-severe storms. The peculiar lack
of environmental differences between severe and non-severe storms in this region is puzzling and
deserves future investigation. Perhaps the local mesoscale effects contribute to this.
3.5.7. SUMMARY
The results in the Colorado region clearly show its distinct behavior from other regions of
study. The Colorado region is characterized by a dry climate with warm temperatures common.
This combination gives rise to moderate instability and shear values as well as high LCL heights
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and shallow WCD values, when compared to other regions. While the trends between flash rates
and positive charge temperatures with flash rates and other intensity measures are less defined in
this region, comparisons between Colorado and other regions show some clear trends. The storms
in this region have the highest LCL heights and the shallowest WCD values of any region. These
storms also have the highest overall flash rates, largest fraction of electrified storms and highest
percentage of +CGs. These quantities have been linked in previous studies and results here support
those findings. Controls on these factors are further elucidated in the following section when all
regions are treated together.
3.6. LIGHTNING BEHAVIOR AND ENVIRONMENT IN ALL REGIONS
Starting to build a bigger picture requires that we consider all storms simultaneously to identify
the environmental differences and their relationships to lightning behavior. The previous sections
have shown that lighting behavior across the regions is distinct to each environment. This section
will attempt to attribute those distinct regional behaviors to large scale differences in environmental
factors.
Initially, we detail the differences in storm total flash rates throughout the regions. This is
illustrated in Fig. 3.34 which shows the CDF of storm total flash rates for each region. The
Colorado region is the most electrically active region. This has been alluded to in previous results
but is now shown explicitly in this figure. Colorado has the smallest fraction of storms with the
lowest flash rates but also has the highest fraction of storms with flash rates greater than 120 flashes
min−1. While storms in the Oklahoma region are not quite as active as in Colorado, they are still
more electrically active than the other regions of study. The highest flash rates of all storms in
the study are in the Oklahoma region and associated with severe weather. The Alabama and DC
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regions have the lowest overall flash rates as they have the highest fraction of low flash rate storms
but also the lowest fraction of high flash rate storms.
Now that the flash rate differences have been explicitly shown, we must identify the factors
that cause these differences throughout the regions. Our first step is to examine single variables
thought to be important contributors to total flash rates and their relative frequencies in each region.
Fig. 3.35 shows the log of total flash rate as a function of LCL height for all included storms in
the study. This results in a total sample size of around 4000 cell observations. The colors of the
points indicate relative population showing that most of the storms have LCL heights less than
1000 m. Recall the relative number of cell observations in each region, as the Alabama and DC
regions contributed more valid cell observations than the Oklahoma and Colorado regions. The
bars indicate the locations of the 25th and 75th percentiles of the flash rate distributions for each
bin. It is important to note that these bars are different from the previous 6 and 8 panel plots. Total
flash rate is very well correlated with LCL height with an R2 value of 0.95, albeit with considerable
spread for each bin. This relationship is monotonic as represented by the Spearman rank coefficient
of 1. The quasi-symmetric error bars on the log scale mean that the data is non-symmetric. A large
portion of the flash rates are clustered at lower values while a long tail exists at larger flash rates.
This strong relationship between the medians means that LCL height is a connecting factor between
regions in determining the flash rate differences between the regions. A comparison between Fig.
3.35 and Fig. 3.36 taken from Williams et al. (2005) shows a very similar trend in the tropics as
measured from the TRMM LIS instrument. Flash rate magnitudes are also similar between the
two figures. This result is striking. The fact that very similar flash rate magnitudes and trends are
observed between the two studies even though these studies used completely different data sets and
studied completely different regions may support the robustness of this relationship between LCL
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height and total flash rate. It is impossible to state the reasoning for the slightly differing values
but the differing lightning data may be a contributing factor. Flash rates for this study are likely
higher and more accurate than satellite based measurements (Boccippio et al. 2000; Christian et al.
2003) because the VHF LMA data and flash clustering algorithm are able to detect small flashes
much better. The distributions of LCL heights are shown in Fig. 3.37. Immediately apparent is
the anomalous nature of the Colorado region, which is characterized by much higher LCL heights
than the other regions (recall that Colorado storms also had the largest flash rates of all regions).
The DC region has the lowest LCL heights characteristic of an oceanic regime. Storms in the DC
region also had the lowest flash rates of any region in an overall sense. Surprisingly, the Oklahoma
and Alabama regions have very similar LCL heights. Note however that Oklahoma has slightly
higher flash rates than Alabama. This may point to a difference in network sensitivities which is
very difficult to characterize in a large sense. Other environmental factors are also a possibility,
which will be examined later.
Fig. 3.39, taken from Williams et al. (2005) compares the flash rates to surface dry bulb tem-
peratures. Fig. 3.38 presented here shows a similar trend with a near-linear relationship between
log flash rate and higher dry bulb temperatures. Note the high linear and Spearman rank correlation
coefficient. The correlation between these variables follows the results observed in each individual
region. The most common dry bulb temperatures were observed near 20 ◦C and the least common
were very high and low temperatures. The magnitudes of flash rates in this figure are strikingly
similar than those in the Williams et al. (2005) figure for similar temperatures. Note that lower
temperatures occur in extratropical regions such as these and that demands the dry bulb temper-
ature scale to be different in this study. The results presented here, while not exactly the same,
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follow a very similar trend to that of the Williams et al. (2005) study even though that study inves-
tigated tropical regions and this study investigates continental regimes, although Alabama and DC
have a lot of maritime characteristics, namely low LCL heights and thick WCDs, especially in the
framework of this analysis where outliers are not considered. These outliers in Alabama and DC
are likely to be strong storms that are synoptically forced during severe weather episodes early in
the warm season.
Alluded to before was the fact that storms with higher LCL heights should have lower WCD
values by virtue of their relation to the freezing height. Fig. 3.40 shows a plot of median flash
rates as a function of WCD values. These quantities are negatively correlated with the highest
observed flash rates occurring for storms with WCDs less than 1000 m. These storms also have the
smallest inter-quartile range (IQR; difference between 25th and 75th percentile) of all the storms,
indicating that they are consistently electrically active. Note that these storms make up a small
fraction of the total storms, consistent with the relative LCL populations. Storms with deep WCDs
(around 3000 m) have median flash rates that are an order of magnitude lower than storms with less
than 1000 m WCDs. These shallow WCD values are almost exclusively in the Colorado region,
as shown by Fig. 3.41. The largest WCD value for any storm in Colorado is around 2.5 km
while that value is very near the median in all other regions. It is surprising that WCD values in
Oklahoma are similar to the Alabama and DC regions, although very shallow WCDs are slightly
more common in the Oklahoma region compared to either of those regions. Flash rate distributions
are nearly identical all storms with WCD values greater than 2000 m, when observing the medians
as well as the IQRs for each WCD bin. The negative correlation observed here corroborates the
earlier claim that storms with smaller WCD values tend to have higher flash rates, likely because
the parcel residence time inside the warm rain zone of the cloud has been shortened. WCD is
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not exactly correlated with LCL height, as evidenced by the weaker flash rate correlation than
with LCL height. This correlation is modulated by the freezing height. The weaker flash rate
correlation also suggests that LCL heights may be a more important control on total flash rate than
WCD. This may be because the vertical updraft speed increase may be a bigger controller of warm
cloud residence time than the distance traveled to reach the freezing level.
CAPE has been offered to explain a large portion of the total flash rate variations between
individual storms in addition to the global differences in lightning. We attempt to quantify its
effect with Fig. 3.42 which shows the flash rate relationship with CAPE in all 4 regions. A clear
correlation is observed as the highest flash rates are observed at the highest CAPE values, although
there is considerable spread in flash rates with each bin. Note that the highest population of CAPE
values lies in the first bin and a rapid population decrease is observed as CAPE values increase.
This correlation with flash rate is the poorest of all the variables that we have investigated and
raises questions about the relative controls of each thermodynamic variable on total flash rate.
The distribution in storm CAPEs is also of interest when investigating the effects of CAPE on
storm flash rate. This is shown in Fig. 3.43. While the median CAPE values (represented by
0.5 cumulative frequency) in Oklahoma and Alabama are very similar, the CDFs show that higher
CAPE values are much more common in Oklahoma. The CAPE values in Oklahoma are the
highest and may help explain the higher flash rates in Oklahoma than the Alabama and DC regions
which have similar LCL heights and WCD values. Note that Colorado has some of the lowest
CAPE values of any region.
While single variable analysis has illuminated some very important relationships between total
lightning activity, it does not take environmental interactions into account. This is precisely what
will now be investigated. Fig. 3.44 shows median flash rates for all storms within a 2D bin as
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determined by the variables on both axes. Note that the number of storms in a particular bin must
meet a specified criterion to be plotted on the figure. This is because we do not want one outlier
storm to affect or dwarf the rest of the results. In an effort to quantify the significance of the data,
the number of cell observations in each valid bin is indicated by the white text. It is immediately
clear that higher flash rates tend to favor storms with higher values of both CAPE and LCL height.
The highest flash rates are observed in storms with high LCL heights and moderate CAPE values
rather than high CAPE values and low LCL heights, consistent with Williams and Stanfill (2002)
and previous figures. It is no surprise that storms with small values of CAPE and low LCL heights
have small total flash rates. Note the lack of observations in the upper-right corner of the figure,
this is because environments with high LCL heights tend to have smaller values of CAPE and vice
versa. The bins with the largest number of contributing storms are in the lower-left corner of the
figure where CAPE and LCL heights are both low. This is also where the lowest median flash rates
are located.
Fig. 3.45 shows the relationship between WCD and CAPE to total flash rates. The highest flash
rates are observed in storms with moderate CAPE and WCD values, coincidentally both around
1500 in their respective units. High flash rates are also observed in storms with moderate CAPE
values and very shallow WCD values< 1000 m. Storms with the highest CAPE values also tend to
be the ones with large WCD values, and is because both values are tied to low-level environments,
particularly moisture. Note the overall behavior of CAPE and WCD: large values of CAPE cannot
be possible without the coexistence of large WCD values. High flash rates in shallow WCDs are
consistent with the previous results and the fact that LCL heights and WCD values are intimately
related and negatively correlated based on the height of the freezing level. Given these results, it
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is surprising that storms with the largest flash rates are not those with the highest CAPE values but
rather those with moderate CAPE values which have high LCL heights and shallow WCDs.
Previous figures have shown that storms with higher LCL heights and shallower WCD values
tend to produce higher flash rates. We have also claimed that LCL heights and WCD values are
inversely related by their relation to the freezing height altitude. Fig. 3.46 shows this explicitly.
With WCD values on the horizontal axis and LCL heights on the vertical axis, it is clear that the
highest flash rates occur within storms that have higher LCL heights and shallower WCDs. Also
note the behavior of the two variables. There are no observations on the top-right portion of the
figure which suggests an inverse relation between the variables. There are also no observations
in the bottom-left portion of the figure as that region represents an environment with very low
freezing heights. Those environments are not conducive for isolated convection.
Since LCL heights are determined by surface dry-bulb temperature and surface dew point tem-
perature as per Bradbury (2000), it is useful to look at the effects of these two parameters on total
flash rates. Fig. 3.47 shows a clear preference for high flash rate storms to occur in environments
with high dry-bulb temperatures and modest dewpoint temperatures. This figure shows very sim-
ilar trends to those in Fig. 3.48, taken from Williams et al. (2005). The highest flash rates are
observed where dewpoint depressions are near 20 ◦C. This corresponds to LCL heights greater
than 2 km AGL, which is where the highest flash rates are observed in Fig. 3.35. These results,
along with Williams and Stanfill (2002) suggest this is the reason for the superlative flash rates in
Oklahoma and particularly Colorado. It may be possible that this is simply a residence time argu-
ment. If the Morton et al. (1956) fixed-angle hypothesis holds true such that higher LCL heights
produce broader updrafts which are less prone to dry air entrainment, then these storms will pro-
duce higher liquid water contents closer to the adiabatic value. Coalescence growth in parcels with
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strong updraft speeds rising through their WCDs will be very limited. Since LCL heights are anti-
correlated with WCD values via the relation to the freezing height, storms with high LCL heights
will have broader and stronger updrafts via decreased entrainment. These same storms will also
have reduced WCD values, leading to a decrease in distance in warm region of the cloud. These
factors conspire together to decrease the residence time of an ascending parcel in the warm rain
zone, resulting in decreased loss of liquid water below the freezing level, and more liquid water
surviving into the mixed phase region. Takahashi (1978) and Saunders et al. (1991) state that more
supercooled liquid water available for riming increases the amount of charge transfer per collision.
These same storms that contain larger amounts of liquid water in the mixed phase region also have
stronger updrafts via previous arguments. It is these stronger updrafts that will produce more col-
lisions and greater charge separation, conducive to higher total flash rates. It is this same argument
that many studies (e.g. Wiens et al. 2005) have made to explain the graupel charge reversal that
results in the inverted charge structures observed in the High Plains. One then expects higher flash
rates to be related to enhanced production of +CG flashes. This relationship is explored in the
coming sections.
While simple flash rate quantities have been shown to be related (strongly in some cases) to
environmental variables, that is not the sole purpose of this study. We also want to investigate
the role of charge structures in determining lightning characteristics and the relationships between
these factors. The slope of the contours in Fig. 3.49 represents the overall relationship between
maximum flash altitude and positive charge temperature. These relationships were demonstrated
in each region in previous sections. The median flash rates for each bin show some interesting
behaviors. There exist two maxima in flash rates, both at the highest flash altitudes. One of these
maxima is located at the coldest positive charge temperatures indicative of strong normal polarity
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storms in all regions. Note these flash rates are near 100 flashes min−1 for the coldest positive
charge regions. The other maximum is located at high flash altitudes but warm positive charge
near -15 ◦C, these are indicative of electrically active storms with inverted charge structures. This
is evidence that there exist at least two types of charge structures that are capable of producing
superlatively electrified storms. Finally, the maximum in storm occurrence is near 10 km maximum
flash altitude and positive charge near -40 ◦C where relatively low median flash rates are observed
in these cases.
It is clear from the previous results that high altitude flashes and echo top heights are coincident
with higher flash rates. This has also been documented in previous studies (e.g. Shackford 1960;
Jacobson and Krider 1976; Williams 1985) where a fifth-power law was determined between cloud
top height that Price and Rind (1992) used to build a simple global lightning parameterization. This
parameterization is used in some global models to produce lightning-generated NOx, for example.
It is then important to have correct total lightning relationships. This is the purpose of Fig. 3.50.
It shows the median flash rate for each height bin for 0-50 dBZ echo top heights. The near-linear
relationships are evident in all regions and for all reflectivity values. The linear fit parameters
for all relationships are listed on table 3.1. Given that 0 dBZ height is most comparable to the
relationships used in Price and Rind (1992) it is surprising that the slopes are near 10 in all regions,
indicating that flash rates are proportional to the 10th power of cloud top height. This may be
due to the different flash detection efficiencies with the different datasets, as alluded to before.
Higher flash rate storms will have more numerous smaller flashes that may be missed by satellite
observations (Bruning and MacGorman 2013). The general trend is for the slope to decrease and
the intercept to increase with higher reflectivity values. For example, the slopes are near 4-5 for
the 40 dBZ echo top heights. Note that the majority of R2 values are above 0.95 indicating that the
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relationships are very close to linear. Inter-region comparisons reveal that different fit parameters
exist in different regions, especially at higher reflectivities. Given some of the past results shown
here, this is not surprising. Perhaps future simple flash rate parameterizations should employ these
relationships and consider moving away from one parameterization for the entire globe.
Simple results shown previously in this study have linked the production of +CG flashes and
higher flash rates together in a simple regional comparison. We will now investigate the production
of +CG flashes in more detail to better understand if the same environmental variables that produce
superlative flash rates produce higher +CG flash rates. Fig. 3.51 shows a scatter plot of total flash
rates and percentage of total CG flash rates that are of positive polarity. A positive correlation is
observed between these lightning behaviors with a modest correlation coefficient of 0.4. These
quantities are expected to be correlated because inverted storms tend to be strong storms with
high flash rates and ordinary convection is typically weak with very low production rates of +CG
flashes. This was observed in the section comparing storms producing a majority of +CG flashes
in both Colorado and Oklahoma. Storms producing anomalous amounts of +CG flashes in those
regions existed in more unstable environments. These storms produced larger amounts of total
flashes than storms producing a majority of CG flashes in the Colorado region. Conversely, these
storms produced smaller amounts of total flashes than storms producing a majority of CG flashes in
the Oklahoma region. These results will require further investigation with a more detailed dataset
including microphysical and dynamic information.
Investigating all storms included in the study has elucidated some significant results and pro-
vided some evidence for the differences between lighting behavior in the various regions of study.
Relationships between total flash rates and environmental variables shown in this section are some-
what striking in the similarities with other studies investigating completely different regions with
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different data sets. Flash rates were found to be nearly exponential with varying LCL heights and
dry bulb temperatures, very similar to Williams et al. (2005). WCD values were shown to be in-
versely correlated with log of flash rate, which follows from the relationship between LCL heights
and WCD values. Examining median flash rate variations with two variables also showed similar
behaviors as storms with high LCL heights and shallow WCD values produced the highest flash
rates. Those variables seemed to exhibit more control over total flash rates than CAPE, which is
typically associated with the thermodynamic perspective of thunderstorm intensity. It was also
shown that at least two types of charge structures, as determined by LMA modal temperature, are
capable of producing large flash rates. This is suggestive of the anomalous charging and presence
of inverted charge structures in thunderstorms.
3.7. SENSITIVITY STUDIES
The sensitivity of these results is tested both for LMA flash counting performance and auto-
correlation between storm parameters. The details of the flash counting are located in Appendix A
while the simple autocorrelation tests are detailed below.
Since each cell observation at every 5 minutes is treated as a different cell, it is possible that
consecutive observations of the same storm may be correlated with each other. This phenomenon
is known as autocorrelation and violates assumptions made when performing rank-sum statistical
significance tests in this study. Rudlosky and Fuelberg (2013) conducted an autocorrelation study
of various storm parameters to investigate the amount of time needed for samples from the same
storm to become independent. They concluded that the decorrelation time for most parameters
was between 5-10 minutes which is on the order of samples in this study. To test for the effects of
autocorrelation in the results of this study, a sensitivity study was performed in which every other
radar file was included for statistical processing. This resulted in an observation time of 10 minutes
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instead of 5 minutes. Most prominent storm radar, lightning and environmental characteristics were
compared with the new subset of data versus the whole dataset of the study. Rank-sum tests were
performed on all included storm radar, electrical and environmental quantities. All quantities in
question were not significantly different to the 95% confidence level between the subset of data
and the whole original dataset in all regions. This is shown in tables 3.6 to 3.9 that show some
of the pertinent storm and environmental variables. This gives some confidence to independent
nature of the samples taken at regular 5 minute intervals.
The decision to have a large requisite cell size resulted in more efficient processing of the
data by virtue of fewer number of identified cells. Allowing smaller cells to be included in the
study increased the number of identified cells and also decreased the average size of identified
cells. While excluding smaller cells did result in a slight loss in number of electrified cells, the
processing speed gain outweighed the drawbacks of missing a couple of cells. The number of cells
is still significant and comprises a large sample of observations.
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FIG. 3.1. Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of storm total flash rates in iso-
lated Alabama convective cells. Colors here will remain consistent throughout the
study. Note the log scale on the vertical axis.
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FIG. 3.2. Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of +CG rate (red) and CG rate
(blue) for all storms in the Alabma region. Note that the vertical axis starts at 0.5
because many storms did not produce any CG lightning.
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FIG. 3.3. 8 panel plot of storm variables and flash rates for the Alabama region.
Each point represents the median flash rate for all storms within a particular bin.
Error bars indicate the median absolute deviation of the flash rate distribution for
each bin. Points are colored by the relative population of the horizontal variable
following the bottom colorbar. R2 value represents the goodness of fit to a linear
function. ρ value represents the how well the relationship can be represented by a
monotonic function.
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FIG. 3.4. Log of total flash rate versus log of CG fraction for Alabama storms. The
best fit line parameters are displayed in the title along with the linear correlation
coefficient
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FIG. 3.5. 8 panel plot of environmental variables and flash rates for the Alabama
region. Each point represents the median flash rate for all storms within a particular
bin. Error bars indicate the median absolute deviation of the flash rate distribution
for each bin. Points are colored by the relative population of the horizontal variable
following the bottom colorbar. R2 value represents the goodness of fit to a linear
function. ρ value represents the how well the relationship can be represented by a
monotonic function.
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FIG. 3.6. Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of storm total flash rates in iso-
lated DC convective cells. Colors here will remain consistent throughout the study.
Note the log scale on the vertical axis.
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FIG. 3.7. Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of +CG rate (red) and CG rate
(blue) for all storms in the DC region. Note that the vertical axis starts at 0.5 because
many storms did not produce any CG lightning.
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FIG. 3.8. 8 panel plot of storm variables and flash rates for the DC region. Each
point represents the median flash rate for all storms within a particular bin. Error
bars indicate the median absolute deviation of the flash rate distribution for each bin.
Points are colored by the relative population of the horizontal variable following the
bottom colorbar. R2 value represents the goodness of fit to a linear function. ρ value
represents the how well the relationship can be represented by a monotonic func-
tion.
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FIG. 3.9. Log of total flash rate versus log of CG fraction for storm in DC. The
best fit line parameters are displayed in the title along with the linear correlation
coefficient
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FIG. 3.10. 8 panel plot of environmental variables and flash rates for the Alabama
region. Each point represents the median flash rate for all storms within a particular
bin. Error bars indicate the median absolute deviation of the flash rate distribution
for each bin. Points are colored by the relative population of the horizontal variable
following the bottom colorbar. R2 value represents the goodness of fit to a linear
function. ρ value represents the how well the relationship can be represented by a
monotonic function.
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FIG. 3.11. Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of storm total flash rates in
isolated Oklahoma convective cells. Colors here will remain consistent throughout
the study. Note the log scale on the vertical axis.
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FIG. 3.12. Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of +CG rate (red) and CG rate
(blue) for all storms in the Oklahoma region. Note that the vertical axis starts at 0.5
because many storms did not produce any CG lightning.
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FIG. 3.13. 8 panel plot of storm variables and flash rates for the Oklahoma region.
Each point represents the median flash rate for all storms within a particular bin.
Error bars indicate the median absolute deviation of the flash rate distribution for
each bin. Points are colored by the relative population of the horizontal variable
following the bottom colorbar. R2 value represents the goodness of fit to a linear
function. ρ value represents the how well the relationship can be represented by a
monotonic function.
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FIG. 3.14. Log of total flash rate versus log of CG fraction for storms in Oklahoma.
The best fit line parameters are displayed in the title along with the linear correlation
coefficient
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FIG. 3.15. 8 panel plot of environmental variables and flash rates for the Oklahoma
region. Each point represents the median flash rate for all storms within a particular
bin. Error bars indicate the median absolute deviation of the flash rate distribution
for each bin. Points are colored by the relative population of the horizontal variable
following the bottom colorbar. R2 value represents the goodness of fit to a linear
function. ρ value represents the how well the relationship can be represented by a
monotonic function.
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FIG. 3.16. 8 panel plot of environmental variables and LMA mode temperature for
the Oklahoma region. Each point represents the median LMA mode temperature for
all storms within a particular bin. Error bars indicate the median absolute deviation
of the LMA mode temperature distribution for each bin. Points are colored by the
relative population of the horizontal variable following the bottom colorbar. R2
value represents the goodness of fit to a linear function. ρ value represents the how
well the relationship can be represented by a monotonic function.
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FIG. 3.17. Total flash rate density normalized by storm 30 dBZ composite area
and LMA mode temperature for Oklahoma storms. The vertical line represents the
90th percentile of flash rate density for all storms in the region. The horizontal lines
represent the LMA mode temperature criteria. Storms in that box are considered
inverted by this method.
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FIG. 3.18. Synoptic setup and composite radar reflectivity for Oklahoma inverted
case study. Reflectivity follows colorbar on the right, surface temperature follows
the bottom colorbar. Other contours indicated in title. Unique cell identification
number is indicated near cell.
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FIG. 3.19. Radar and LMA source density structure of Oklahoma case study.
Black contours indicate 2D LMA source density. Barbs on left are wind profile
from inflow sounding point. Upper-right panel is a plan view of composite reflec-
tivity with a 2D height integrated source density and the black line indicates the
latitude choice of cross section. Temperature is indicated in red text. Total number
of flashes and sources are located on the top of the right panel.
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FIG. 3.20. 4 panel plot comparing storm variables between positive (red) and neg-
ative (blue) storms in the Oklahoma region. The red number represents the median
quantity of the positive storms and the blue number is the median quantity of the
negative storms. The black number is the 2-sided p-value of the Wilcoxon rank-sum
test.
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FIG. 3.21. 4 panel plot comparing environmental variables between positive (red)
and negative (blue) storms in the Oklahoma region. The red number represents the
median quantity of the positive storms and the blue number is the median quantity
of the negative storms. The black number is the 2-sided p-value of the Wilcoxon
rank-sum test.
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FIG. 3.22. Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of storm total flash rates in
isolated Colorado convective cells. Colors here will remain consistent throughout
the study. Note the log scale on the vertical axis.
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FIG. 3.23. Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of +CG rate (red) and CG rate
(blue) for all storms in the Oklahoma region. Note that the vertical axis starts at 0.5
because many storms did not produce any CG lightning.
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FIG. 3.24. 8 panel plot of storm variables and flash rates for the Oklahoma region.
Each point represents the median flash rate for all storms within a particular bin.
Error bars indicate the median absolute deviation of the flash rate distribution for
each bin. Points are colored by the relative population of the horizontal variable
following the bottom colorbar. R2 value represents the goodness of fit to a linear
function. ρ value represents the how well the relationship can be represented by a
monotonic function.
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FIG. 3.25. Log of total flash rate versus log of CG fraction for storms in Oklahoma.
The best fit line parameters are displayed in the title along with the linear correlation
coefficient
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FIG. 3.26. 8 panel plot of environmental variables and flash rates for the Oklahoma
region. Each point represents the median flash rate for all storms within a particular
bin. Error bars indicate the median absolute deviation of the flash rate distribution
for each bin. Points are colored by the relative population of the horizontal variable
following the bottom colorbar. R2 value represents the goodness of fit to a linear
function. ρ value represents the how well the relationship can be represented by a
monotonic function.
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FIG. 3.27. 8 panel plot of environmental variables and LMA mode temperature for
the Colorado region. Each point represents the median LMA mode temperature for
all storms within a particular bin. Error bars indicate the median absolute deviation
of the LMA mode temperature distribution for each bin. Points are colored by the
relative population of the horizontal variable following the bottom colorbar. R2
value represents the goodness of fit to a linear function. ρ value represents the how
well the relationship can be represented by a monotonic function.
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FIG. 3.28. 6 panel plot similar to previous plot but shows relationships between
environmental parameters and LMA mode temperatures in Colorado. Points, colors
and bars all follow previous figures.
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FIG. 3.29. Total flash rate density normalized by storm 30 dBZ composite area
and LMA mode temperature for Oklahoma storms. The vertical line represents the
90th percentile of flash rate density for all storms in the region. The horizontal lines
represent the LMA mode temperature criteria. Storms in that box are considered
inverted by this method.
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FIG. 3.30. Synoptic setup and composite radar reflectivity for Oklahoma inverted
case study. Reflectivity follows colorbar on the right, surface temperature follows
the bottom colorbar. Other contours indicated in title. Unique cell identification
number is indicated near cell.
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FIG. 3.31. Radar and LMA source density structure of Oklahoma case study.
Black contours indicate 2D LMA source density. Barbs on left are wind profile
from inflow sounding point. Upper-right panel is a plan view of composite reflec-
tivity with a 2D height integrated source density and the black line indicates the
latitude choice of cross section. Temperature is indicated in red text. Total number
of flashes and sources are located on the top of the right panel.
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FIG. 3.32. 4 panel plot comparing storm variables between positive (red) and neg-
ative (blue) storms in the Oklahoma region. The red number represents the median
quantity of the positive storms and the blue number is the median quantity of the
negative storms. The black number is the 2-sided p-value of the Wilcoxon rank-sum
test.
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FIG. 3.33. 4 panel plot comparing environmental variables between positive (red)
and negative (blue) storms in the Oklahoma region. The red number represents the
median quantity of the positive storms and the blue number is the median quantity
of the negative storms. The black number is the 2-sided p-value of the Wilcoxon
rank-sum test.
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FIG. 3.34. CDF of storm total flash rates for each region. Colors are indicated in
the legend.
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FIG. 3.35. Log flash rate and LCL heights for all storms in all regions of study.
Points denote the median flash rates for each LCL bin. Bottom error bar denotes the
25th percentile of the flash rate distribution for each LCL bin. Top bar denotes the
75th percentile of flash rate distribution for each LCL bin. Color of point indicates
relative population of LCL heights following the colorbar.
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FIG. 3.36. Figure 1 from Williams et al. (2005), showing log of total flash rate
measured by the TRMM LIS instrument and maximum dry bulb temperature ap-
proximately 1700 storms less than 35 degrees latitude. Figure included for compar-
ison purposes.
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FIG. 3.37. CDFs of LCL heights for each region. Colors follow each region and
are indicated in the legend.
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FIG. 3.38. Log flash rate and dry bulb temperatures for all storms in all regions of
study. Points denote the median flash rates for each dry bulb temperature bin. Bot-
tom error bar denotes the 25th percentile of the flash rate distribution for each dry
bulb temperature bin. Top bar denotes the 75th percentile of flash rate distribution
for each dry bulb temperature bin. Color of point indicates relative population of
dry bulb temperatures following the colorbar.
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FIG. 3.39. Figure 2 from Williams et al. (2005), showing log of total flash rate
measured by the TRMM LIS instrument and maximum dry bulb temperature ap-
proximately 1700 storms less than 35 degrees latitude. Figure included for compar-
ison purposes.
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FIG. 3.40. Log flash rate and WCD values for all storms in all regions of study.
Points denote the median flash rates for each WCD bin. Bottom error bar denotes
the 25th percentile of the flash rate distribution for each WCD bin. Top bar de-
notes the 75th percentile of flash rate distribution for each LCL bin. Color of point
indicates relative population of WCD values following the colorbar.
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FIG. 3.41. CDFs of WCDs for each region. Colors follow each region and are
indicated in the legend.
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FIG. 3.42. Log flash rate and CAPE values for all storms in all regions of study.
Points denote the median flash rates for each CAPE bin. Bottom error bar denotes
the 25th percentile of the flash rate distribution for each CAPE bin. Top bar denotes
the 75th percentile of flash rate distribution for each CAPE bin. Color of point
indicates relative population of CAPE values following the colorbar.
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FIG. 3.43. CDFs of CAPE values for each region. Colors follow each region and
are indicated in the legend.
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FIG. 3.44. Flash rates as a function of LCL height and CAPE for all storms of
study. Median flash rate for each 2D bin is colored following the colorbar. The
white numbers denote the number of storm observations in the bin.
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FIG. 3.45. Same as previous figure, but for CAPE and WCD.
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FIG. 3.46. Same as previous figure, but for WCD and LCL.
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FIG. 3.47. Same as previous figure, but for surface temperature and surface dew
point temperature.
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FIG. 3.48. Figure 3 from Williams et al. (2005). Sizes of the circles indicate log
of total flash rate for all storms in a particular bin. Effects of surface dry bulb
temperature and dew point temperature are shown for 1700 storms less than 35
degrees latitude. Figure included for comparison purposes.
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FIG. 3.49. Same as previous figure, but for maximum flash altitude and LMA
mode temperature.
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FIG. 3.50. Median flash rate dependence on echo top heights for 0 to 50 dBZ in
each region. Bars represent the median absolute deviation for the flash rate distri-
bution for each height bin.
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FIG. 3.51. Relationship between storm total flash rate and percentage of CG
flashes that are positive polarity. Same binning and median analysis as previous
plots. Points are colored by relative population of flash rates.
TABLE 3.1. Flash rate and echo top height fit parameters
Alabama DC Oklahoma Colorado
Reflecitivity Slope Int R2 Slope Int R2 Slope Int R2 Slope Int R2
0 dBZ 10.3 -27.2 0.98 10.0 -27.1 0.96 9.7 -25.1 0.90 10.0 -25.8 0.87
10 dBZ 9.6 -25.1 0.97 10.0 -27.1 0.96 11.0 -28.6 0.91 11.6 -29.9 0.98
20 dBZ 6.6 -16.6 0.97 8.4 -22.2 0.97 8.0 -19.9 0.95 11.0 -27.5 0.96
30 dBZ 3.5 -7.7 0.71 6.7 -17.0 1.00 3.9 -8.5 0.84 5.7 -12.4 0.96
40 dBZ 4.0 -7.5 0.89 4.3 -9.1 0.96 3.2 -5.6 0.86 5.2 -9.8 0.99
50 dBZ 4.1 -6.5 0.95 4.3 -7.2 0.96 3.5 -5.1 0.94 3.3 -4.0 0.89
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TABLE 3.2. Storm and environmental variables in severe and non-severe storms in Alabama
Parameter Severe Non-severe p-value
Number 26 1231
40 dBZ vol (km3) 4381.35 212.12 1.190e-15
30 dBZ vol (km3) 8590.54 658.39 1.651e-13
0 dBZ vol (km3) 19691.27 2071.74 1.074e-11
40 dBZ area (km2) 386.32 7.17 6.362e-16
30 dBZ area (km2) 798.77 40.99 8.506e-16
0 dBZ area (km2) 1326.00 181.38 2.884e-10
30 dBZ height (km MSL) 18.00 11.00 6.289e-15
CG rate (min−1) 13.80 0.20 3.990e-13
+CG rate (min−1) 1.10 0.00 2.726e-09
-CG rate (min−1) 12.50 0.20 2.571e-13
Total flash rate (min−1) 80.50 1.40 1.059e-14
IC flash rate (min−1) 66.10 1.00 3.746e-10
Max flash alt (m MSL) 15864.55 10197.70 1.004e-13
6 km shear (m/s) 35.93 14.62 3.700e-08
WCD (m) 3332.52 3099.31 5.078e-02
Freezing height (m AGL) 3974.13 4022.75 6.243e-01
CAPE (J/kg) 1862.67 958.67 5.201e-04
LCL (m AGL) 570.74 679.68 6.356e-01
Mixed-phase shear (m/s) 14.60 9.12 2.001e-04
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TABLE 3.3. Storm and environmental variables in severe and non-severe storms in DC
Parameter Severe Non-severe p-value
Number 33 1451
40 dBZ vol (km3) 1494.82 223.65 8.508e-17
30 dBZ vol (km3) 4799.31 747.79 2.848e-14
0 dBZ vol (km3) 12439.92 2556.95 1.433e-12
40 dBZ area (km2) 127.07 2.05 1.985e-19
30 dBZ area (km2) 362.75 32.79 1.072e-17
0 dBZ area (km2) 836.18 222.37 1.811e-10
30 dBZ height (km MSL) 16.00 11.00 3.218e-15
CG rate (min−1) 3.20 0.00 1.357e-14
+CG rate (min−1) 0.00 0.00 1.685e-03
-CG rate (min−1) 3.20 0.00 1.771e-14
Total flash rate (min−1) 39.80 0.40 2.849e-18
IC flash rate (min−1) 32.60 0.20 2.859e-18
Max flash alt (m MSL) 13858.00 7666.30 2.341e-16
6 km shear (m/s) 14.48 14.93 6.754e-01
WCD (m) 3246.33 2975.50 9.571e-02
Freezing height (m AGL) 3969.50 3695.83 2.245e-03
CAPE (J/kg) 573.50 591.50 2.067e-01
LCL (m AGL) 780.88 516.17 6.906e-02
Mixed-phase shear (m/s) 8.18 10.42 3.554e-03
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TABLE 3.4. Storm and environmental variables in severe and non-severe storms in Oklahoma
Parameter Severe Non-severe p-value
Number 26 677
40 dBZ vol (km3) 3602.81 472.14 4.720e-10
30 dBZ vol (km3) 7686.21 1609.59 8.874e-08
0 dBZ vol (km3) 17223.98 5377.76 2.553e-06
40 dBZ area (km2) 288.97 32.79 1.769e-10
30 dBZ area (km2) 612.79 129.12 2.389e-09
0 dBZ area (km2) 1191.76 445.76 2.776e-05
30 dBZ height (km MSL) 17.00 13.00 3.212e-10
CG rate (min−1) 0.90 0.20 7.816e-03
+CG rate (min−1) 0.30 0.00 1.732e-03
-CG rate (min−1) 0.60 0.20 3.573e-02
Total flash rate (min−1) 124.20 3.60 4.419e-11
IC flash rate (min−1) 119.70 3.20 3.538e-11
Max flash alt (m MSL) 13516.90 10113.50 4.995e-11
6 km shear (m/s) 22.84 23.80 2.396e-01
WCD (m) 3047.18 3025.82 6.558e-01
Freezing height (m AGL) 4033.63 3746.83 1.152e-04
CAPE (J/kg) 2602.50 726.67 1.462e-05
LCL (m AGL) 975.35 614.06 2.965e-02
Mixed-phase shear (m/s) 16.85 12.70 3.710e-01
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TABLE 3.5. Storm and environmental variables in severe and non-severe storms in Colorado
Parameter Severe Non-severe p-value
Number 20 708
40 dBZ vol (km3) 2702.20 363.65 4.300e-10
30 dBZ vol (km3) 6898.33 1625.34 1.463e-08
0 dBZ vol (km3) 22202.87 5931.50 3.333e-06
40 dBZ area (km2) 330.47 38.43 4.112e-10
30 dBZ area (km2) 823.88 163.96 1.491e-08
0 dBZ area (km2) 1694.90 525.68 9.778e-05
30 dBZ height (km MSL) 16.00 13.00 5.892e-07
CG rate (min−1) 1.10 0.20 6.175e-06
+CG rate (min−1) 0.50 0.00 2.141e-05
-CG rate (min−1) 0.40 0.00 4.799e-04
Total flash rate (min−1) 105.60 7.50 1.669e-09
IC flash rate (min−1) 103.60 7.20 1.698e-09
Max flash alt (m MSL) 13618.66 10598.65 1.500e-09
6 km shear (m/s) 18.62 17.75 8.100e-01
WCD (m) 1259.11 1213.65 8.217e-01
Freezing height (m AGL) 3008.59 2995.53 7.570e-01
CAPE (J/kg) 1485.00 510.00 3.039e-04
LCL (m AGL) 1618.03 1535.57 6.063e-01
Mixed-phase shear (m/s) 8.46 9.87 2.170e-01
TABLE 3.6. Comparison of storm autocorrelation in Alabama
Parameter 5 minutes 10 minutes p-value (%)
Number 1257 651
Total flash rate 1.40 1.40 24
Total LMA source rate 68.20 67.00 36
CG rate 0.20 0.20 32
CAPE 986.00 960.33 1
LCL 670.13 663.70 4
30 dBZ height 11.00 11.00 26
40 dBZ height 8.00 8.00 5
30 dBZ vol 672.48 669.91 0
40 dBZ vol 216.73 212.37 15
Max flash alt 10.26 10.39 15
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TABLE 3.7. Comparison of storm autocorrelation in DC
Parameter 5 minutes 10 minutes p-value (%)
Number 1481 759
Total flash rate 0.40 0.40 7
Total LMA source rate 6.40 7.00 13
CG rate 0.00 0.00 18
CAPE 588.00 605.00 5
LCL 516.17 536.67 21
30 dBZ height 11.00 11.00 29
40 dBZ height 7.50 7.50 7
30 dBZ vol 762.91 751.64 18
40 dBZ vol 228.26 225.70 13
Max flash alt 7.79 7.70 9
TABLE 3.8. Comparison of storm autocorrelation in Oklahoma
Parameter 5 minutes 10 minutes p-value (%)
Number 703 351
Total flash rate 4.20 3.60 41
Total LMA source rate 538.00 510.20 34
CG rate 0.20 0.20 0
CAPE 969.00 621.83 68
LCL 637.17 594.96 42
30 dBZ height 13.00 13.00 49
40 dBZ height 10.00 9.00 58
30 dBZ vol 1741.78 1808.39 26
40 dBZ vol 490.08 486.23 0
Max flash alt 10.24 10.09 41
TABLE 3.9. Comparison of storm autocorrelation in Colorado
Parameter 5 minutes 10 minutes p-value (%)
Number 726 363
Total flash rate 7.80 7.60 7
Total LMA source rate 4336.60 4202.40 25
CG rate 0.20 0.20 31
CAPE 528.33 520.00 22
LCL 1535.57 1553.23 12
30 dBZ height 13.00 13.00 7
40 dBZ height 10.00 10.00 30
30 dBZ volume 1692.08 1752.79 10
40 dBZ volume 370.69 376.84 17




In this study we have demonstrated the use of an automated objective analysis tool to analyze
a large number of storms and multiple types of storm data in distinct regions of the CONUS. This
work has helped characterize the electrical behavior of thunderstorms in various regions in the
context of environmental variables. The CLEAR framework was originally developed by Lang
and Rutledge (2011) in an effort to take advantage of the scores of data types that exist today. This
has come to fruition in this study. This is the first of its kind to combine the detailed investigation
of electrical activity afforded by LMA source data and total lightning information provided by the
novel flash clustering algorithm with the large sample size of storms in distinct environments in
the CONUS. This study also utilizes high resolution environmental data from the RUC and RAP
models to provide detailed information about storm environmental conditions. The vast amount
of data included in this study comprises a complete investigation that has never been carried out
before.
The novel flash clustering algorithm unveiled in this study has been shown to perform very
well. Testing and improvements of this algorithm were time-consuming but the result is a valuable
tool to obtain detailed electrical activity within a storm. This algorithm is based on open-source
code distributed in the Python programming language which means that anyone will be able to
use and modify the code as they see fit. The performance of the algorithm was tested in multiple
ways. Comparisons were made with XLMA flash counts for randomly selected storms in each
region, which resulted in broad agreements no worse than 15% in any region. Sensitivity studies
detailed in the previous section showed that no systematic behaviors in total flash counts were
present when storms were binned by distance from LMA center, even though systematic decreases
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in LMA source densities were observed in all regions. The exception of this is the DC region.
However, the geographic location of the DC region near the Atlantic coast may cast some doubt
upon this dubious result because of the preferred location for storms and lightning in the region.
Further testing will be carried out in this region to ensure that flash counts are valid. Given the
significantly different VHF source detection efficiencies for each LMA network included in this
study, different clustering parameters had to be used in some of the regions. Unfortunately there
does not currently exist an explicit method to examine the validity of flash counting parameters on
large scales short of extremely time-consuming subjective analysis. However, sensitivity studies
similar to those performed in this study can provide general information on the validity of the
flash counts. One of the goals of this study was to demonstrate the validity of an automated flash
counting algorithm that avoids tedious GUI interfaces in order to provide efficient quantities of
electrical behavior in a storm. We believe this has been accomplished and hope that future studies
are able to utilize this new tool to further the field of lightning research.
Analysis performed in this study was focused on representative storms rather than outliers.
The main reasoning for this was centered on the details of the framework. Because consecutive
observations of the same storm were treated as separate cell observations, provided they satisfied
the prescribed criteria, large amounts of scatter are unavoidable. Including all observations would
yield meaningless results because of the enormous scatter in the data. However, if a median storm
quantity (e.g. total flash rate) is selected out of a number of storms within a particular radar
structure or environmental quantity, then physically meaningful results are obtained. For example,
if a storm forms in 4000 J kg−1 of CAPE, each 5 minute observation of the cell captures a different
period in the storms lifetime that will likely manifest in different flash rates for each observation.
It is likely however, that this particular storm will have higher overall flash rates throughout its
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lifecycle than a storm that forms in an environment with 1000 J kg−1 of CAPE, all else being
equal. This will be reflected in the median flash rate for all observations and is thus the reasoning
for this method. We also use the median quantities rather than means because medians are more
resistant to outliers by virtue of the rank method. This method of analysis does not preclude the
investigation of outlier storms however, as storms with specific characteristics can be selected
based on prescribed criteria. Comparisons of storms with specific quantities can be carried out by
this method. This method can also serve as a way to narrow down and subjectively select a case
study, as was performed in this study.
This method of objective analysis has been shown to be effective for investigating large sam-
ples of storms. However, this does not mean that this method is without faults. These faults were
particularly exposed in the Oklahoma region where transient environmental conditions and large
gradients are often present. This poses problems for the objective attribution of environmental pa-
rameters because fine-scale environmental features, both spatially and temporally, may be missed.
Use of model data also implies that the model can accurately represent the actual environment.
This problem is yet to be totally solved as both types of inflow sounding attribution methods are
subject to this problem.
The results in this study were first shown for each region individually. The relationships be-
tween total flash rates and storm parameters, both radar and lightning, were examined. The major-
ity of storms in the Alabama region consisted of low flash rate storms. Storm variables generally
exhibited monotonic relationships with total flash rates, similar to the other three study regions.
Characteristic environmental quantities in Alabama such as LCL heights and CAPE values were
characteristic of tropical or maritime regimes (Williams et al. 2005). Very similar environments
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and storm characteristics were observed in the DC region. The Oklahoma region is more elec-
trically active than either Alabama or DC. Median flash rates are higher and a greater number of
superlative flash rates are observed in that region. Detailed analysis of these storms indicates a
signal of inverted storms with a relative increase in storm intensity for LMA mode temperatures
near -15 ◦C. However, this signal was weak thereby requiring a case study approach to investigate
inverted storms in this region. The Colorado region was the most electrically active region and ex-
hibited anomalous electrical characteristics by a variety of metrics. The highest overall flash rates
were observed in this region along with a very pronounced signal of inverted storms with LMA
modal temperatures near -20 ◦C, indicating that these storms are relatively common in this region.
The Colorado environment is also characterized by the highest LCL heights and shallowest WCD
values, but had the lowest CAPE values due in part to the high elevation of the region.
Once each region was investigated, every storm from all regions in the study were then exam-
ined simultaneously to determine if any connections could be made between regions, to explain the
regional differences in lightning activity. LCL heights were found to be very well correlated with
the log of total flash rates, suggesting this quantity to be a very important influence on total flash
rates. Given this result, it is not surprising that WCD values were found to negatively correlate
with flash rate. It is somewhat surprising that the correlation coefficient was not as strong as LCL
heights. Dry bulb temperatures and CAPE values were also found to correlate with total flash rate
but the correlation coefficient was not as good with LCL heights, possibly suggesting these quanti-
ties are not as influential as LCL heights in determining lightning activity. The similarity between
the LCL height and flash rate relationship observed here and the Williams et al. (2005) study is
striking. The data and the regime of study are markedly different between the two studies, yet the
same result is observed. This suggests that these relationships may be robust. Nonetheless, these
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results suggest that the relationships found here may have impacts beyond this study on global
variations of flash rates.
Anomalous lightning behaviors were a central interest in this study. Quantities such as high to-
tal flash rates, IC:CG ratios, and large fractions of +CG flashes are expected to be related by virtue
of the governing dynamics and microphysics within a storm. If by some means, large amounts
of liquid water can be supplied to the mixed-phase region of a storm, then processes that lead to
anomalous electrification are possible. These processes include graupel charge reversal, more nu-
merous ice particle collisions and greater charge separation. These processes have the potential
to produce greater storm-scale charge separation and anomalous charge structures and associated
superlative total flash rates and significant +CG fractions. Very general correlations are observed
between these quantities on the regional scale. The same regions that produce the highest flash
rates also correspond to greatest production of +CG fractions. Fig. 3.51 also showed that the
quantities are correlated throughout the regions.
Inverted charge structures, and the environments that produce them, have been the subject of
many previous studies and the results shown here are generally consistent with those. It is worth
noting that no inverted or +CG fraction signal was observed in either Alabama or DC. A weak
signal indicating inverted charge structures was indicated in the Oklahoma study region but a much
stronger signal was observed in Colorado. The reasons for the lack of inverted storms in Alabama
and DC are not entirely clear. However, quantities such as LCL height and WCD undoubtedly
have an influence. More puzzling is the environmental characteristics that produce anomalously
electrified storms in Oklahoma and Colorado. The environmental parameters that determine the
dominant CG polarity in this study behave very differently in Oklahoma and Colorado and raise
questions about the interplay between environmental variables like LCL height and CAPE and
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their effect on storm microphysics through updraft characteristics. Dynamical effects, especially
in Colorado, may be a factor that cannot be accounted for in this study.
Future improvements will be made to this study. Most importantly, another year of observations
will be added to boost the sample size and will afford an interannual comparison. This will be of
particular interest because of the uncommon environments observed during the period of study.
The year of 2011 was particularly severe in Alabama and DC and a large number of fires burned
during the summer of 2012 in Colorado. Although unlikely to significantly affect the bulk results,
valuable insight may be gained by investigating some the storms in the tails of the distribution.
Given that the present aerosol data is somewhat lacking, other types of data may be added. Perhaps
IMPROVE network data, which provides mass concentration values rather that AOD values and
is not subject to the same cloud masking problems, will prove to be more representative of storm
environments. Model data that is able to provide vertical profiles of aerosol information would
be very useful to investigate aerosol effects on storm characteristics. The present results do not
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APPENDIX A
LMA DETECTION AND FLASH COUNTING PERFORMANCE
The different sensitivities and detection efficiencies of the various LMA networks pose a prob-
lem when trying to perform interregional comparisons. Comparisons of total source rates be-
tween regions are not physically meaningful as evidenced by the orders of magnitude differences
in source rates, but total flash rates comparisons should be valid in theory if proper flash counting
is performed. For all regions source detection decreased rapidly with distance from the center of
the LMA, consistent with Thomas et al. (2004). This is shown in Fig. A.1 which shows 2D source
density histogram of detected source in the Alabama LMA for the study period, normalized by bin
annulus area. This compensates for the lower number of detected sources near the center of the
network by virtue of the area between smaller radius bins and allows for an appropriate compar-
ison. The maximum in detected sources is near the center of the LMA and around 10 km MSL,
this shows the decreasing detection efficiency and the typical upper-level positive charge present
in normal polarity tripole storms common in this region. The lack of sources near the ground at
any radius is evidence that LMA networks struggle to detect CG flashes (P. Krehbiel, personal
communication). The Earth curvature effect is also present in the upward curvature of the lower
altitude source detection limit, where no sources are detected at low altitudes past 200 km. The
combined effects of the Earth curvature and the decreased source detection efficiency dictated that
the LMA radius threshold was set at 125 km. This was the best choice as it included a large number
of storms but did not include storms with large range and azimuth errors, which increase rapidly
with radius outside the network (Thomas et al. 2004). Also note the upward curvature of the 10 km
local maximum outside of 150 km, this is evidence of the height errors at long distances outside
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of the LMA network. Qualitatively similar results are observed in other regions. Although the Al-
abama network is older and lacks detection efficiency compared to other regions, similar patterns
are observed in the newer Oklahoma and Colorado networks, albeit at longer distances from the
respective LMA centers. Fig. A.2 shows the plan view of LMA source densities for the Alabama
LMA for the period of study in an effort to provide another perspective on the detection efficien-
cies. The center of the network is located near Huntsville, AL in extreme northern Alabama. Not
coincidentally, the maximum of sources is located over the network, as the highest detection effi-
ciencies are inside the network (Thomas et al. 2004). Similar to the previous figure, the number
of detected sources falls off rapidly from the network location to roughly half of the maximum
value around 100 km from the network center. As one would expect, inclusion of cells far from
the LMA center should result in a decrease in overall source rates as it is likely that sources may
be missed as the distance from the network increases. However, flash counts should remain stable
out to a sufficient distance if the clustering algorithm is performing well. This issue is addressed
later where flash and source rate characteristics are examined as a function of distance from LMA
center.
The different LMA networks included in this study have very different source detection sensi-
tivities by virtue of the different installation times, involved technologies, ambient radio frequency
(RF) noise and the number of station in each network. This is the main reason for the large dis-
crepancies of total source rates for storms between regions. Detection efficiencies are much lower
in Alabama and DC than Oklahoma and Colorado. Overall the Colorado network is vastly su-
perior to the other networks due to its superior technology, high number of stations and desolate
station locations. To compensate for the various detection efficiencies, different parameter values
for filtering sources were used in different regions. More restrictive parameters were used in the
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Oklahoma and Colorado regions, which have high sensitivities. These restrictive values cut down
on noisy sources. The Alabama and DC regions are not as sensitive and less restrictive values had
to be used in these regions. The minimum number of stations required to contribute to a solution
was set to 7 in the Oklahoma and Colorado regions while the minimum stations were set to 6 in
Alabama and DC regions. While the less restrictive value of 6 did slightly increase the number
of noisy points, it also allowed 20-50% more sources which made flash counting much more suc-
cessful, as measured by subjective analysis. This selection is justified because of the fewer active
stations in the Alabama (≤ 10) and DC (≤ 8) networks. The chi-squared solution fit error was also
less restrictive in Alabama and DC where a maximum in this value was allowed to be 2. The better
networks in Colorado and Oklahoma were only allowed a maximum fit error of 1 (McCaul et al.
2009).
The sensitivity to the radius choice was tested by investigating storm characteristics as function
of distance from the LMA center. Any systematic behaviors in lightning data will appear from this
analysis and effects on presented results can be put in context of other choices of radii. Systematic
behaviors in source detection and flash clustering algorithm performance will also be presented,
assuming a random distribution of storms relative to each LMA network for the period of study,
which will be more valid with another year of data.
Fig. A.3 shows various storm parameters and the variations as a function of distance from
LMA center for the Alabama region. Fig. A.3a shows the LMA source rate density normalized
by 30 dBZ area. The overall behavior of source rate density follows the previous figure. Dramatic
decreases in source rate density are observed as distance from the LMA increases, this is mainly
due to the decrease in detection efficiency at long distances, particularly for weaker VHF sources.
Note the larger spreads at smaller radii and the smaller spreads at large radii, mainly due to the lack
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of any large source densities at large distances. Fig. A.3b shows that although a systematic drop
in source densities occurs with increasing distance from the LMA, total flash rate densities do not
show any systematic behaviors. The maximum in flash density is actually located near 80 km and
the difference between the ends of the data is only a factor of 2 versus a factor of 5 for source rate
densities. The large spread in all flash density values shows that the flash rate variations are similar
for most radii. The 80 km maximum is coincident with a maximum in flash altitude and 30 dBZ
echo top height indicating that some strong storms must have been located there. These results
provide strong evidence that the flash counts produced by the clustering algorithm are accurate and
fairly resistant to decreasing source detection efficiencies as LMA distance increases.
Fig. A.4 shows the same storm parameters for the DC region. Similar to the Alabama region,
a sharp decrease in source densities is observed for increasing distance from the LMA. However,
in the DC region the flash rates exhibit a similar behavior to the source rate densities. The range
of these quantities is also very similar. The smaller spreads for flash rate densities at large radii
mean these differences are likely significant. Unfortunately, this flash density decrease cannot
be attributed to in inhomogeneities of storm intensities. Figs. A.4c and A.4d do not show any
systematic relationships that can explain the behaviors in flash rates, unlike the Alabama region.
Thus, future work should be invested to examine the performance of the flash counting algorithm
with DC LMA data.
Fig. A.5 shows the same storm parameters presented earlier for the previous regions. The
familiar decrease in source rates with increasing distance is observed here like the other regions.
Storms in Oklahoma do not show any systematic behavior in flash rate density, similar to the
Alabama region. Also, no systematic behaviors are observed in storm intensity that could be
masking biases in flash rate densities. These results provide confidence in the performance of
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the flash counting algorithm in the Oklahoma region. Recall that the Oklahoma LMA network
has more stations and better overall detection efficiencies than either the Alabama or DC regions.
Therefore it is not surprising that the flash counts in Oklahoma are fairly well-behaved.
The storm parameters in Colorado are a little more complicated given the location of the net-
work in relation to local topography. The Palmer Lake Divide and the Cheyenne Ridge are both
located 70-100 km from the center of the Colorado LMA. These ridges are preferred areas for
convection and initiation. An overall decrease in source rate densities similar to other regions is
evident in panel (a) of Fig. A.6. Notice however that the flash rate densities in panel (b) follow
the same distinct pattern observed in the source densities. The high source and flash rate densities
can be explained by the abnormally strong storms that occurred there during the study and also
the smaller number of observations due to the smaller areas at shorter distances from LMA center.
The local maximum in flash and source densities around 80 km is a little more nebulous because
nothing obvious is evident in the maximum flash altitude or 30 dBZ echo top height. This may
be the effect of the local ridges. Given all of the information here, confidence is given to the flash
rates in the Colorado region. This is not surprising given the newest technologies, most stations
and lowest RF noise floors are in this region (P. Krehbiel, personal communication). This sensitiv-
ity study has shown that flash rates can be trusted with confidence in all regions except DC, where
flash rates systematically decrease with increasing distance from LMA center. The performance of
the Alabama flash counts gives credence to the choices of source and flash counting criteria in that
region. The strict choices imposed in the Oklahoma and Colorado regions are also deemed valid
on the account of the flash count validity. While all regions have very different source detection
characteristics, the reliable flash counts shown here give physical meaning to inter-regional flash
count comparisons.
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FIG. A.1. 2D frequency of flash altitude and distance from LMA center for the
Alabama LMA network. Other networks have similar behaviors.
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FIG. A.2. 2D plan view of source density for the Alabama LMA network for the 3
months of study.
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FIG. A.3. Sensitivity plots of various storm lightning and radar quantities for
storms in the Alabama region. Points denote the median quantity for each bin fol-
lowing the horizontal axis. Error bars indicate the median absolute deviation of
flash rates for each bin.
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FIG. A.4. Same as previous plot for DC.
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FIG. A.5. Same as previous plot for Oklahoma.
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FIG. A.6. Same as previous plot for Colorado.
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